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Abstract 
LACUSTRINE DELT AIC DEPOSITS OF THE SANDSTONE TONGUE OF THE 
WASATCH FORMATION. FOSSIL BASIN. WYOMING 
by 
F. Steve Petersen 
Sedimentary structures and f acies relations of the sandstone tongue of the 
Wasatch Formation in Fossil Basin, Wyoming are interpreted as indicative of 
a rapidly prograding bird's foot delta. Two upward coarsening siliciclastic 
sequences that contain bottomset, foreset, and topset beds were studied over 
an area of approximately 400 square kilometers. Vertical and lateral 
sedimentary changes within this sequence were documented by the 
measurement and study of over 35 stratigraphic sections. High and low 
angle cross-bedded sandstone units within the siliciclastic sequences thicken 
northward significantly before rapidly thinning and grading into the 
lacustrine Green River Formation. Field observations. lateral correlation of 
measured sections. and construction of sandstone isolith and 
sandstone/mudstone ratio maps reveal that the sandstone units, for the most 
part. form notheasterly trending finger-shaped bodies. Sedimentary 
structures including ripple-cross lamination, planar cross bedding, trough 
cross bedding, and parting lineation indicate north to northeast 
paleocurrents. 
A gastropodal limestone varying in thickness from 30 cm to one meter 
separates the siliciclastic sequences in outcrops over nearly the entire area. 
This limestone is interpreted as representing a minor lacustrlne 
transgression separating deposition of the siliciclastics. The uppermost 
siliciclastic sequence is succeeded by lacustrine carbonates indicating a major 
lacustrine transgression. 
The sandstone tongue of the Wasatch Formation in Fossil Basin documents a 
unique record of deltaic deposition. Excellent exposures over a wide 
geographic area allowed detailed recreation of the shape. rate of deposition. 
and geologic history of a Gilbert-type and Catatumbo River-type delta 
system. 
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Although deltas in general have received widespread scientific attention 
through the years. comparatively little work has been done with ancient 
Jacustrine deltas. Similarly, the Green River Formation has been extensively 
studied for over a century but very little has been done with its deltaic 
f acies. The research presented here concerns itself with a lithof acies 
association which has been suggested to be a lacustrine delta. The rocks in 
question are the sandstone tongue of the Wasatch Formation, an 
interfingering siliciclastic wedge in the Fossil Butte Member of the Green 
River Formation. Exposures occur in Fossil Basin, Southwestern Wyoming. 
Previous Work 
The Green River Formation has been widely studied for over a century. 
Hayden ( 1869) originally described and named the Green River Formation as 
part of his work with the U. S~ Geological Survey (USGS). Henderson ( 1924) 
discussed the origin of the Green River Formation in terms of a lacustrine 
deposit but offered no conclusive arguments or data. The general 
stratigraphic relationship of the Green River Formation to the Wasatch 
Formation, as addressed by Sears and Bradley ( 1924), as well as the 
detailed studies of Bradley ( 1926, 1929a,b, 1931. 1948, 1959, 1964, 1966, 
and 1969) established beyond reasonable doubt the lacustrine nature of the 
Green River Formation. Bradley ( 1948) proposed that the Green River 
Formation was deposited in a permanently stratified lake. The model 
suggests that the laminated, kerogen-rich carbonates were deposited in a 
1 
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lake that was permanently and chemjcally stratified. During the I 970's 
much discussion and work occured relative to the depositional environments 
of the Green River Formation. Bradley ( 1970, 1973), Roehler ( 1974). Smith 
( 197 4 ), Cole and Picard ( 1978 ), and Desborough ( 1978) supported and 
def ended the early Bradley model. 
An alternate model for the depositional environments of the Green River 
Formation was first proposed in 1973 by Eugster and Surdam. Wolfbauer 
and Surdam ( 197 4), Surdam and Wolfbauer ( 1975 ), Eugster and Hardie 
( 1975 ), Lundell and Surdam ( 1975 ), Buchheim ( 1978 ), and Surdam and 
Stanley ( 1979) all produced work that identifies, supports, and explains the 
playa-lake model. This model states that dolomites were formed on a playa 
that fringed the lake and were later transported to the lake. Boyer ( 1982) 
continued the discussion, arguing in favor of a synthesis of the two models. 
Buchheim ( 1978) noted that, in the Laney Member of the Green River 
Formation, dolomite appears to have been transported to the lake from a 
playa fringing the lake. Reeves ( 1968) studied the dolomite deposits of 
Mound Lake, Texas and concluded that spring water can be partly 
responsible for dolomite precipitation. At Mound Lake. the springs seep 
water into the permeable surf ace sands. Concomitant evaporation and 
mixing with existing brines then causes dolomite precipitation. Smoot 
( 1977) examined the carbonate sediments in the Wilkins Peak Member of 
the Green River Formation and discovered that a significant carbonate 
deposit can be produced in the absence of a major body of standing water; 
that js via spring deposition. 
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Most of the basins in Utah, Colorado, and Wyoming that have Green River 
Formation deposits have been extensively studied. Fossil Basin is well 
known for its paleontologic aspects (Cope l 884a,b; Mdjrew and Cassilliano, 
1975; Grande, 1980). Veatch (1907) conducted a regional study of the 
Green River Formation in Fossil Basin and produced a generalized geologic 
map. Mapping was continued by Shultz ( 1914). Oriel and Tracey ( 1970) 
described and named the stratigraphic units of the Green River Formation in 
the Fossil Basin. They also identified a sandstone tongue of the Wasatch 
Formation that interfingers with the Green River Formation and suggested 
that it might be deltaic in origin but did not provide a detailed description of 
its stratigraphy. Rubey. et al. ( 1975) produced a geologic map of the region 
based on Oriel and Tracey's 1970 work. Hurst ( 1984) described the Tunp 
member in the northern Fossil Basin expression of the Green River Formation 
and showed that these deposits are the result of rapid debris flows and 
associated alluvial fan processes. Buchheim and Eugster (manuscript in 
preparation) have described in detail the depositional environments of the 
Fossil Butte member. The authors support the suggestion made by Oriel and 
Tracey ( 1970) that the sandstone tongue of the Wasatch Formation records 
deltaic deposition. Part of what remains unknown, in terms of the sandstone 
tongue, is whether it does in fact record deltaic deposition: and if so, the rate 
and direction of deltaic progradation and the basic morphology of the delta. 
Lacustrine Deltas 
In this study, lacustrine deltas have been placed in two groups: modern and 
ancient. This has been done for the sake of comparison. An examination of 
the literature indicates that modern lacustrine deltas present a range of 
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lithof acies. sedimentary structures and geometries which. in turn. imply that 
they are influenced by a number of parameters. Gilbert (1885) and Fouch 
and Dean ( 1982) have shown that Lake Bonneville deposits have a 
coarsening upward sequence in the form of bottomset, foreset and topset 
beds. These beds represent prodelta, delta front and alluvial plain 
deposition. respectively. Inf an deltas such as these, bottomset beds are 
commonly flat lying, fine grained (muds. silts) and are massive or parallel 
laminated. Foreset beds are often steeply inclined (25-30.), commonly 
coarse grained (coarse sand-gravel) and have trough cross-bedding and 
planar cross-bedding within the f oresets. Topset beds are typically braided-
stream fluvial deposits with the usual sedimentary features such as trough 
and planar cross-bedding, ripple cross-lamination. planar bedding. scour and 
fill. and upward fining sequences. Born ( 1972) reports that an increase in 
fluviaJ fines results in a decrease in f oreset slip face angle: Truckee River 
delta foresets in Pyramid Lake, Nevada commonly range 8-20· and are 
composed of interbedded silts and sands. In addition. Born noticed that the 
Truckee River delta is subject to beach processes and a range of littoral 
processes. He associated these with Scruton's ( 1960) destructional phase. 
Born also observed that Truckee River delta deposits thicken lakeward prior 
to their eventual thinning and that up stream both channel (fluviaO and 
non-channel (flood plain) environments and their associated deposits are 
present. He also presents a good review of the literature on delta 
f ormationa1 processes. Gustavson. et al. ( 1975) indicate that glacio-lacustrine 
delta bottomset beds have a fining upward sequence of ripple aoss-
laminated sand and siltstone. He also reports that foresets can also be 
ripple cross-laminated. In addition. glacio-lacustrine deltas result from 
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rapjd sedimentation into low-energy lake environments with the result that 
delta deposits are seldom reworked by littoral processes. They suggest that 
the arcuate shape of glacio-lacustrine deltas results from migrating 
distributaries that form overlapping lobes. Hyne. et al, ( 1979) observed 
dips of 5 • or less in delta front f oreset beds in the Catatumbo River delta that 
is forming in Lake Maricaibo in northern Venezuela. The foreset beds are 
fine (sands. sandy silt or sandy clay) and are overlain by distributary mouth 
bar sands that are very fine. well sorted and are massive, parallel laminated 
or occasionally ripple cross-laminated. The distributary mouth bar sands are 
overlain by beach deposits that are laminated fine sands with shell and 
organic layers. Smith ( 1975) records that the Upper Water Fowl delta in 
northwestern Banff Park. Canada lacks foresets all together and instead has 
vertically aggrading, stable distributary channels. Moore, et al, ( 1980) 
documents an example of Scruton·s ( 1960) destructiona11ittoral processes. 
He relates that storms and changing water levels in the Flathead Lake delta 
in Montana are reworking earlier deltaic deposits. Bates ( 1953) suggested 
that Gilbert-type deltas are the result of a mixed sediment load stream 
entering a lake of comparable density which causes fluvial and lake water to 
mix in three dimensions. A1elsson's ( 1967) review of delta formational 
mechanisms challenged part of Bates' work by demonstrating that Gilbert-
type deltas also form when an unequal density underflow enters a lake. 
Aielsson 's study of the Laitaure delta in northern Sweden stands as a classic 
in the field. 
Literature about ancient lacustrine deltas. including those about the Green 
River Formation. is relatively sparse but what does exist suggests a range in 
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depositional styles and subsequent deposits for these deltas that is similar to 
modern deltas. Blakey and Gubitosa ( 1983) postulate both fan deltas 
(Gilbert type) and meandering stream type (Catatumbo River) deltas for the 
Triassic Chinle Formation in southern Utah and northern Arizona. McGowen 
( 1979) also described a complex lacustrine delta deposit for the Triassic 
Dockum group in north Texas. Tian Zaiyi. et al. ( 1983) report a wide range of 
facies (alluvial, braided river. meandering stream, deltaic, littoral and 
lacustrine) for the Cretaceous and petroliferous Songlia Basin in northeastern 
China. Ayers ( 1986) reports that the lacustrine deltaic deposition in 
Paleocene Powder River Formation was similar to the Catatumbo River delta 
in many respects but differed in that more than one delta and delta type 
debouched into Paleocene Lake Lebo. Ayer also presents an excellent review 
of influences that control lacustrine delta geometry. 
The Green River Formation systems have received the some attention in that 
five localities have been studied in detail. Even though the data are limited, 
it is possible to discern a range of depostional styles and related deposits in 
Green River Formation lacustrine deltas that are similar to modern and 
other ancient lacustrine deltas. Baer ( 1969) reports that the lower Green 
River Formation deltaic deposits in central Utah lack foreset bedding and are 
primarily limestone, mudstone and shale. Jacob ( 1969) observed that the 
deltaic f acies in Carbon and Duchesne counties are best described as a 
shallow lake that underwent frequent fluctuations so that a mud flat was 
often exposed to fluvial prosesses. The result was fluvial channels cut into 
the mud flats that were subsequently filled with channel deposits or 
offshore sands. jacob·s delta is similar to Smith•s ( 1975) delta in that there 
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is a complete lack of bottomset, foresets or topsets and instead there are 
fluvial channels filled with sandstone. McClain's ( 1985) description of Green 
River Formation sandstone in the Red Wash oil field of Uinta Basin bears a 
resemblance to Born's Truckee River delta in that both discuss distributary 
channel and associated mud fJat deposits. delta front and associated littoral 
deposits and prodelta deposits. McClain ( 1985) also substantiated the deltaic 
hypothesis postulated by Koesoemadinata ( 1970 ). Stanley and Surdam 
( 1978) report that the Green River Formation Washakie Basin deltaic 
deposits also bear a resemblance to Born's ( 1972) Truckee River delta. 
Similarities include constructional and destructional phases during 
deposition. The for mer is characterized by an upward coarsening sequence 
and the latter by erosional suf aces and a sandstone shoreline veneer. They 
also observe that. on the delta foresets themselves. an upward fining 
sequence is present and that deltaic sediments thicken lakeward prior to 
their eventual diminishment. Another significant feature about the fore sets 
is the fact that depositional dip is less than 20 degrees. They report that 
fore set thickness ranges from 1 O to 2 S meters. 
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Significance of the Study 
As implied above. only a limited body of information has been produced 
about ancient lacustrine deltas. Of these, a small body of information has 
been written about Green River Formation lacustrine deltas. In addition. 
reports indicate that, for both modern and. ancient lacustrine deltas alike, a 
wide range of depositional styles exist; the same is true for the Green River 
Formation lacustrine deltas. Furthermore, the sandstone tongue of the 
Wasatch Formation in southern Fossil Basin is unknown in terms of its 
depositional environments. Therefore an examination of the sandstone 
tongue of the Wasatch Formation in Fossil Basin is in order since such a 
study will: 
1. verify or dismiss Oriel and Tracy's ( 1970) hypothesis that the 
sandstone tongue of the Wasatch Formation records deltaic 
deposition: if so, then 
2. add to our overall understanding of the range of depositional 
processes in Eocene lacustrine deltas and 
3. increase our knowledge of ancient lacustrine deltas generally. 
The Fossil Basin deposits are of interest for other reasons as well. These 
deposits are excellently exposed and contain laterally continuous and 
extensive tuff beds; these two facts allow for a three dimensional 
paleomorphologic reconstruction. Such a reconstruction should be of interest 
to the petroleum industry since lacustrine deltaic sequences are known to be 
prolific oil producers. The Uinta basin in Utah and the Songliao basin in 
China are but two examples. 
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Objectives of the Study 
The report presented here is the result of a systematic attempt to meet five 
goals. and, thereby: 
1) Establish the depositional environments of the rocks in question by 
delineating their internal sedimentary structures. te1tures and lithologies. 
Do these rocks record deltaic deposition? If so, then was it a Gilbert-type 
delta or some other sort of delta? 
2) Deter mine the relative rate and general direction of deltaic 
progradation. What is the paleogeographic relationship of the delta to Fossil 
Lake? 
3) Determine, by means of thin section analysis and XRD. the 
mineralogy of the sandstones. What is the source of the siliciclastic and 
carbonate fractions of the sandstones? 
4) Identify stages or cyclicity in the deltaic deposition. Is there 
evidence of a transgression/regression sequence? 
5) Reconstruct the paleogeography of the delta. Is it a bird's foot 
delta? 
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Geographic and Geologic Setting 
Location and Accessibility 
The study area is located in the extreme SW corner of Wyoming in Lincoln 
and Uinta counties (Fig. 1) 10 kilometers south of Fossil Butte. The outcrops, 
easily within short walking distance from either ridge tops or from creek 
bottoms, are accessible by jeep trails and oil company roads. One prominent 
access that serves several of the Lower Muddy Creek sections is the Bear 
River Divide road which horizontally divides the USGS Belle Butte NE, 
Wyoming 7.S' topographic quadrangle. Other Wyoming topographic quad-
rangles important to this study include: Windy Point, Warfield Creek, Belle 
Butte, Elkol SW, Sawtooth Mountain, and Sage quadrangles. 
Structural Setting 
Fossil Basin is a small, structurally controlled linear basin (Veatch's "Fossil 
Syncline", 1907) on the SE edge of the Wyoming thrust belt. The western 
margin is bounded by the Tunp Range to the north and a series of ridges east 
of the Crawford Mountains to the south. The eastern boundary is for med by 
the prominent north-trending Oyster Ridge (mainly folded Mesozoic 
sedimentary rocks) which formed a topographic barrier between Fossil Basin 
and the Green River Basin during most of the deposition of the Tertiary 
sediments. However. Fossil Lake may have been connected to Eocene Gosiute 
Lake in the Green River basin for a brief time. The southern margin is 
determined by the Uinta Mountains (Oriel and Tracey, 1970 ). While the 
structural basin was forming. elastic fluvial sediments consisting of muds, 
clays, sands and gravels accumulated and formed the Upper Cretaceous-
Lower Tertiary units including the Adaville Formation that suffered 
1 1 
Figure 1. Map of Study Area. Based on the BLM Special Edition-1981 
Surface Management Status, 100,000-scale topographic map of KEM1-1ERER. 
WY. 
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intense structural deformation. East-west compressional forces caused 
north-south trending folds and thrust faults. Further folding and faulting 
(post Absaroka Thrust deformation) caused further downwarping of the 
incipient Fossil Basin and resulted in the accumulation of Tertiary sediments: 
a marginal-lacustrine elastic facies (the mainly fluvial Wasatch formation), a 
fluvial and deltaic facies (the subject of this study), and a lacustrine facies in 
the central portion of the basin which constitutes the Green River Formation 
(Oriel and Tracey, 1970; McGrew and Casilliano, 1975 ). 
General Stratigraphy 
The Green River Formation was originally named and described by Hayden 
( 1869). The Green River Formation (Veatch 1907; Bradley 1964) is 
characterized mainly by its light color and continuous bedding typical of the 
Lower Eocene sediments that accumulated in the lake basins of Utah, 
Colorado. and Wyoming. In Fossil Basin, the Green River Formation has been 
divided by Oriel and Tracey ( 1970) into the Fossil Butte Member and the 
Angelo Member. . 
The Fossil Butte Member was named for excellent exposures on the south 
face of Fossil Butte, in what is now Fossil Butte National Monument. 
The type section of the Fossil Butte Member (east end of the south-facing 
scarp of Fossil Butte) is located 18 kilometers west of Kemmerer, Wyoming 
in the SW 1/4, NW 1/4, sec. S. T21N, Rt 17W (Oriel and Tracey 1970). The 
Fossil Butte Member is composed mostly of buff, laminated limestones and 
marlstones that weather to tan and brown, brown to black oil shales that 
weather bluish-grey to bluish-white, and light gray siltstones, mudstones 
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and clay stones with some thin beds of brown tuff aceous ash. These rocks 
grade laterally towards the margin of ancient Fossil Lake into algal, 
ostracodal and gastropodal limestones. Additionally, siliciclastic deltaic 
deposits interfinger with the lacustrine sediments towards the margin of the 
basin (Rubey, Oriel and Tracey, 1975 ). 
Buchheim and Eugster (manuscript in preparation), following a natural 
lithologic breakdown, have divided the Fossil Butte Member into three major 
units: the Lower, Middle. and Upper units (Fig. 2). The Lower Unit. which 
represents the first stage of Fossil Lake. is not a well developed lacustrine 
sequence and consists of siliciclastic mudstones and sandstones, ostracodal 
limestones, and bioturbated calci- and dolomicrites. In the marginal areas 
of Fossil Lake, the Lower Unit is separated from the Middle Unit by the 
sandstone tongue of the Wasatch Formation. 
The Middle Unit is a well developed lacustrine sequence and is best exposed 
at the Fossil Butte Member type section. It consists primarily of laminated, 
kerogen-rich micrite (oil-shale) which has abundant fossil fish, insects and 
plants. This unit contains two distinct sets of tuff s separated by about one 
meter which have been called the Sandwich Horizon by Buchheim ( 1978 ). 
These tuffs are a very important correlation unit throughout the basin. 
15 
Figure 2. Stratigraphy of the Fossil Butte Member of the Green River 
Formation. Modified after Oriel and Tracey, 1970. 
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My primary field method was to measure 34 stratigraphic sections in an 
area about 21 kilometers wide and 21 kilometers long. As I measured 
sections, I described lithologies and made notes on sedimentary structures. I 
also observed paleocurrent indicators and took the available readings. The 
most common paleocurrent indicators were parting lineation, ripple cross-
lamination, large and small scale planar and trough-cross bedding. 
I thoroughly sampled approximately one third of the sections. At all other 
sections. I only sampled the sandstones. Where appropriate, I marked the 
up-direction and magnetic north on hand samples. 
I photographed all sections at a distance sufficient to include the entire 
section. Close-up photographs of sedimentary structures in the sandstones 
were taken and the azimuth of the view through the camera was noted. In 
addition photos were taken off ossils and carbonate clasts round in the 
sandstones. 
The scatter of the section locations (Pig. 3) was oontrolled by the need to 
have sections representative of the entire region and the desire to give a 
detailed look at the appro1imate center of the study area. Appro1imately 
one section per two or three miles were measured throughout the study 
area. Since the rock exposure was particularly continuous, accessible and in 
the approximate center of the study area, about three sections per linear 
mile were measured along Lower Muddy Creek. 
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Figure 3. Map of Measured Section Locations. A-A' shows area 
represented by the North to South cross section shown in Figure 10. B-B' 
shows area represented by the East to West cross section shown in Figure 
1 1. 
19 
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The result is a concentration of 15 sections along Lower Muddy Creek. The 
other 19 sections are scattered along the western edge, Clear Creek, Road 
Hollow, Chicken Creek and Pine Hollow. In addition. four sections were 
measured along the eastern edge of the area. 
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Several types of sedimentary structures were common in the sandstones of 
the study area. These include small and large scale planar cross bedding, 
trough cross bedding, ripple cross lamination, ripple marks and parting 
lineation. The sedimentary structures often provided paleocurrent data that 
was recorded. Numerous examples of the sedimentary structures were 
photographed Other sedimentary features in the sandstone include planar 
bedding, contorted bedding, massive beds and bioturbation. 
Laboratory Methods 
Lab methods included stratigraphic correlation, thin section preparation and 
description. and XRD analysis. The correlation methods used in this study 
are those suggested by Miall ( 1985). Of particular use for correlation were 
the Sandwich Horizon and a limestone unit (Beta Ls) which were lateraUy 
continuous throughout most of the study area. In addition, two sandstone 
bodies were recognizable throughout most of the study area. As correlation 
proceeded, a typical pattern became apparent and is typified by section 
LMC-XI I. This section has been chosen as the basis for an idealized section 
for this study since it contains all of the important sandstones and 
limestones as well as the top and bottom correlation units. 
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Thin sections from sandstones from stratigraphic sections CC- I. RRT-V. RRT-
IV, CKC-1, LMC-VIll, RH-11. PH-II and AR-I were made and studied. These 
thin sections are representative of the two main sandstone units which are 
identified later in this study. The thin sections have been described, using 
Blatt's ( 1982, page 533) outline, in terms of mineralogy, roundness of grains, 
sorting, textures, fabric and cement. See appendix A for a complete 
description of the thin sections. 
XRD analysis was done on 21 samples, one (LMC-XI) from the Epsilon unit, 
two (PH-11:3 and AR-11:2) from the Alpha unit and 18 from the Gamma unit 
sandstones. The Unocal Corporation graciously volunteered time on their 
Siemens XRD and their associated computer program and presented me with 
a hard-copy printout of the XRD data. The hard-copy listed, on a separate 
sheet for each sample, selected D-spacing peaks, in number form, for quartz, 
orthoclase, plagioclase, calcite and dolomite and the associated 2-theta 
angles. A key, produced by Elihu Goldish, was also provided that allowed 
quick identification of minerals from the D-spacing numbers. 
Another aspect of the Unocal system is its ability to record the counts per 
second (cps) it makes of the minerals being processed. The X-Ray 
Diffractometer can be set at different rates of cps, for example 20,000 cps. 
As each sample is analyzed, each mineral accounts for a particular 
percentage of the cps according to its relative volume with the result that a 
/ 
very rough approximation of a mineral's relative percent can be determined. 
Each mineral's cps value is listed on the printout in the Max- I (maximum 
intensity) column. An illustration from sample PH-1:9 should suffice. In this 
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case the set cps was 20,000 and the quartz cps from the Max-I column was 
137 44; division shows that quartz accounts for approximately 69 percent of 
the sample. Once the relative percentages of quartz. orthoclase. plagioclase. 
calcite and dolomite were determined, siliciclastics and carbonates each were 
totaled separately and then used to determine the siliciclastic/carbonate 
ratio~ Appendix B contains detailed XRD data. 
RESULTS: THE DATA 
The Stratigraphic Sections 
As can be seen on the plot of measured sections on the base map (Fig. 3 ). 
the thirty four measured stratigraphic sections spread along four west-east 
lines of sections that correspond to four of the west-east drainages in the 
study area. The southernmost of these lines (sections CKC-1, CKC-11. PH-I & 
PH-I I) is located along a combination of the Chicken Creek-Pine Hollow 
drainages. Just to the north a few kilometers, and limited to the western 
portion of the study area, are the Road Hollow sections (RH-I & RH-I I). 
Further north is the Lower Muddy Creek line of sections (LMC-XIll, LMC-Xll, 
LMC-XI. LMC-X, LMC-IX, LMC-VIII, LMC-Vll, LMC-VI, LMC-V, LMC-11, LMC-
1, LMC, III, LMC-IV & LMC-XIV). The northernmost line of sections (CC-IV, 
CC-V, CC-II, CC-I & CC-Ill) is spread along the Clear Creek drainage. In 
addition to these east-west lines, there are two north-south strings. , On the 
west is the "Ridge Route" line of sections {RRT-V, RRT-1, RRT-11, RRT-IV & 
RRT -I I I) which was so named because the sections were taken along the 
Fossil Ridge and Bear River Divide roads. These two roads define the 
eitreme western boundary of the study-area. Beyond this road, to the west, 
the topography drops off in steep bluffs so that the roads lie on a ridge. On 
the east are the Angelo Ranch sections and the Warfield Springs section 
(Angelo Ranch line: AR-III, AR-I, AR-II & WFS-11) which define the eastern 
eitent of study-area rocks. 
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The Idealized Section 
The establishment of a lithofacies assemblage is necessary since an 
understanding of sedimentary dynamics depends on observing lateral and 
temporal changes of particular sedimentary bodies. Lithof acies assemblages 
identified here as time correlative units are named with the letters of the 
Greek alphabet. Figure 4 introduces the lithologic and sedimentary structure 
symbols used in figure 5 (and elsewhere in the study) which is a graphic 
illustration of the idealized section. The sequence of rocks of interest to this 
study has been previously identified as a sandstone tongue of the Wasatch 
Formation which interfingers with the Green River Formation. For the sake 
of this study, the sandstone tongue begins at the top of the youngest 
carbonate bed in the Lower Unit which is overlain by siliciclastic mudrock. 
This carbonate unit will be referred to throughout this paper as the Upper 
Limestone (ULS). It is usually only 20-30 cm thick but can be as much as a 
meter thick. It is commonly light gray but can be buff in color, occasionally 
contains gastropods and less frequently pelecypods. 
The next unit up is the basal mudstone unit of Alpha Unit. It is 5-25 m 
thick, mostly mudstone, sometimes clay rich and is either tan-brown in color 
or dark gray when clay rich. It occasionally has 10-15 cm sandstone 
stringers. 
Above the basal mudstones is the first significant sandstone (Alpha-1) of the 
Alpha Unit. It is 3-12 m thick. The sandstone color ranges from tan-brown 
to rust-tan to light gray. Grain sizes range from very fine to very coarse. 
25 






COVER ED/UNO ESCR I BED 
LARGE SCALE PLANAR CROSS BEDDING 
TROUGH CROSS BEDDING 
INTER FINGERING SANDSTONE & SILTSTONE 
SANDSTONE WITH A DISTINCT CONTACT BETWEEN BEDS 
SANDSTONE WITH RIPPLE CROSS.LAMINATION 
SMALL SCALE PLANAR CROSS BEDDING 
SOFT SEDIMENT DEFORMATION IN SANDSTONE 
BfOTURBATION IN SANDSTONE 
CARBONATE LITHOCLASTS AT BASE OF TROUGHS 
CARBONATE LITHOCLASTS ABOVE A DISTINCT 
CONTACT BETWEEN SANDSTONE BEDS 
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Figure S. Idealized Stratigraphic Section. The subdivision units for 
Oriel and Tracy·s ( 1970) sandstone tongue are introduced here. The base of 
the section is the top of the Upper Limestone and the top of the section is the 
base of Buchheim ·s ( 1978) Sandwich Horizon. The Sandwich Horizon is 
composed of interbedded tuff and micrite. Scale is in meters. 
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The sandstone is both reversely and normally graded as well as ungraded. 
It also contains sedimentary structures that include thin to thick planar 
beds, ripple and trough cross-bedding, small and large scale planar cross 
bedding, and simple massive bedding. The basal sandstone is occasionally 
truncated by planar or irregular erosional surfaces. The stratigraphy above 
the thick, basal Alpha-1 is either interbedded sandstone and mudstone or 
mudstone alone. Where additional sandstones are present, they are named 
Alpha-2. Alpha-3 and so on. The mudstones are 1-5 m thick and are tan-
brown e1cept when clay rich in which case they are dark gray. Additional 
sandstones are similar to Alpha- I. The basal Alpha sandstone plus the 
superposed mudstones and sandstones. up to the top of the last sandstone 
below the Beta Limestone, comprise the Alpha Unit deposits. 
Above the Alpha Unit deposits are the Beta Unit deposits which begin 
with the mudstones above the last Alpha Unit sandstone. Above the 
mudstones is the Beta Limestone which is 0.2-3.0 m thick and is light tan 
to buff when fresh and can be orange when weathered. It is frequently 
thinly laminated to thinly bedded and is often quite well lithified. 
Gastropods are common in this unit; pelecypods infrequent. This 
limestone proved to be very useful in correlating the sandstones in the 
study area since it is laterally consistent and persistent. 
Above the Beta Limestone is another mudstone unit, 2-10 m thick, which 
forms base of the Gamma Unit. It is virtually identical to the mudstone just 
below the Beta Limestone. Stratigraphically upsection is the first Gamma 
sandstone (Gamma-1) that is 2-10 m thick and can be interbedded with 
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mudrocks as were the Alpha sandstones. The sandstone's color ranges from 
olive/green/tan to tan-brown to light gray. Grain sizes range from very fine 
to granular with reverse. normal or no grading. Sedimentary structures 
include massive beds, ripple and trough cross-bedding, small and large scale 
planar cross-bedding, and thin to thick planar beds. Above this sandstone 
unit are additional interbedded sandstones and mudrocks. These additional 
sandstones are named Gam ma-1, Gamma-2. etcetera. In a few cases, the 
Gamma sandstones show evidence of large scale planar cross beds truncated 
by planar or irregular erosional surfaces and capped by trough cross-
bedding. The Gamma Unit deposits extend up to the top of the last sandstone 
below the Delta Limestone. 
The Delta Unit deposits begin with the mudrocks above the last Gamma Unit 
sandstone and include the Delta Lgimestone which is 0.2-1 m thick. Its color 
ranges from light tan to salmon to a buckskin tan and it often contains 
abundant gastropods. 
The Epsilon unit was not always described due to brush cover. Where it was 
measured, the record shows that it is comprised dominantly of mudrock and 
one or more thin ( l m, average), massive, fine to coarse sandstone beds and 
sometimes one or more additional thin (SO cm. average) limestone beds. 
Thickness of this unit is 5-1 S m. The top of the section, and. for the 
purposes of this study, the top of the sandstone tongue of the Wasatch 
Formation, is the base of the Sandwich Horizon (SWH), an interbedded tuff 
and micrite unit about a meter thick. Fortunately, the Sandwich Horizon is 
continuous throughout most of the study area. 
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The thick sandstones of the Alpha and Gamma units all thin laterally within 
100-300m, depending on locaUon. In addition, in both units, the overall 
picture is a coarsening upward sequence that then fines upward above the 
last sandstone. The fining upward sequence then is overlain by limestone in 
both cases. Numerous individual sandstones in each unit fine upward in 
contrast to the general trend. In both units. large scale planar cross beds 
occasionally grade laterally into small scale planar cross beds and trough 
cross beds. 




Paleocurrent data were collected and recorded in terms of a 360. azimuthal 
reading as the sections were measured. Paleocurrent data were derived 
from 52 observations of sedimentary structures throughout the study area. 
The paleocurrent data were plotted as a rose diagram (Fig. 6 ). The 
paleocurrent data were collected wherever possible; however some regions 
of the study area are not well represented. Very few paleocurrent data 
were obtained from the Gamma sandstone along Lower Muddy Creek, since 
it was primarily massive or planar bedded. Missing data notwithstanding, 
the spread of data is sufficient for the purpose of establishing paleocurrent 
trends. The northeasterly trend of paleocurrents is shown in figure 6, the 
rose diagram for combined Alpha and Gamma units paleocurrent data. It 
shows that the data plots in the 0-90 degree sector. In addition, the 
paleocurrent current data for the Alpha and Gamma units have been plotted 
as separate rose diagrams. The Alpha unit (Figure 7) accounts for a total of 
28 data points throughout the study area: most of which fall in the 45-90 
degree range with the remainder scattered throughout. The Gamma unit 
(Figure 8) accounts for a total of 23 data points which mainly fall in the 0-45 
degree range. 
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Figures 6-8. Rose Diagrams of Paleocurrent Data Derived From 
Sedimentary Structures. Figure 6 shows a rose diagram for all data whereas 
Figure 7 shows data for the Alpha unit and Figure 8 shows data for the 






With the standard techniques discussed below, I analyzed the general. 
overall trends of the entire section thickness {from the top of the Upper 
Limestone to the base of the Sandwich Horizon; i.e., the total section) and 
study area. Table 1 shows the data used to generate an isopach and 
sandstone/mudstone ratio map of the study area. Figure 9. an isopach of the 
total section thickness, clearly shows the northward thinning of the section. 
The section thins from a maximum of 55.5 min PH-I to 22.8 min CC-III. 
The sandstone/mudstone ratio map, figure 10, show two areas, one in the 
northwest corner and the other along the eastern margin, where the ratio 
increases northward appreciably prior to its eventual thinning. Several 
significant observations can be drawn from Figure 11, a north to south cross 
section. The correlation of different units shows that relative volume of 
mudstone to sandstone is much greater in Alpha unit as compared to Gamma 
unit and that both lateral and vertical changes in sedimentary structures is 
common in both units. In addition, the general wedge-like nature of the 
total section and the general, repeated upward coarsening sequences are also 
evident. Figure 12, the east to west cross-section, depicts the constant 
lateral and vertical changes in both the Alpha and Gamma units. Of 
particular interest are the depicted sharp and distinct contact surf aces. 
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Table 1. Thickness Data for Total Section Deposits. SS - sandstone: 
MR - mudrock. 
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SECTION TOTAL THICKNESS METERS OF SS METERS OF HR SS/MR RATIO 
CC-I 35.9 17.1 18.3 0.9 
CC-II 30.S -- -- --
cc-111 22.8 5.2 14.2 0.4 
CC-IV 29.1 9.5 18.5 0.5 
CC-Y 37.3 17.1 17.9 1.0 
Lt-c-1 48.0 13.4 32.5 0.4 
Lt1:-ll 38.5 7.0 29.9 0.2 
Lt1:-lll 48.8 6.6 39.7 0.2 
Lt"l:-IV 43.0 12.7 28.4 0.4 
Lt"l:·V 35.8 8.4 26.7 0.3 
Lt1:-VI 42.7 14.1 28.2 0.5 
Lt1:-Vll 46.4 15.3 28.7 0.5 
Lt-c-Vlll 41.7 13.5 26.0 0.5 
Lt"l:-IX 47.1 14.7 28.4 0.5 
Lt'l:-X 46.9 7.0 37.3 0.2 
L'1:-XI 43.7 11.0 28.8 0.4 
L'1:-Xll 42.8 7.7 32.1 0.2 
Lt'l:-Xlll 39.6 7.3 31.1 0.2 
Ll1:·XIV 42.6 10.7 26.4 0.4 
RRT-1 47.7 15.5 29.3 0.5 
RRT-11 39.1 10.5 24.3 0.3 
RRT-111 42.5 10.4 27.4 0.4 
RRT-1V 40.9 15.0 25.7 0.6 
RRT-V 32.8 11.3 18.2 0.6 
AR-I 27.S 12.3 11.5 1.1 
AR-II 45.3 17.0 25.8 0.7 
AR-Ill 30.5 10.9 17.7 0.6 
WFS-11 44.3 5.1 35.7 0.1 
RH-I 38.8 8.9 26.6 0.3 
RH-II 44.3 15.1 21.8 0.7 
CKC-1 43.4 19.S 22.6 0.9 
CKC-11 41.4 18.8 20.8 0.8 
PH-I 55.5 17.3 35.3 0.5 
PH-II 50.5 17.6 31.3 0.2 
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Figure 9. Total Section lsopach. The section thickness is in meters and 
is recorded next to the black dots representative of section location. The 
contour interval is 5 meters. Note the overall thinning of the section South 





































Figure 10. Total Section Sandstone/Mudstone Ratio Map. Ratio 
number is dimensionless and shows relative volume of sandstone to 
mudstone. Contour interval is 10. See text for discussion. Dashed where 
inferred. 
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Figure 11. A-A· Cross Section North to South Along the Western 
Margin of the Study Area. The relative shift in thickness for the various 
units is demonstrated by the correlation lines drawn between the sections. 
Scale is shown on the figure. See figure 4 for legend. 
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Figure 12. B-B · Cross Section East to West Along the Central Part of 
the Study Area. Scale is shown on the figure. See figure 4 for legend. 
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Thin Section Data 
An analysis of the detailed thin section descriptions found in appendix A 
shows that: 
1. Subrounded to subangular quartz is the most common grain and 
that it ranges from 20-401 of the sample but is commonly 25-301 of the 
sample. Angular grains are less common; 5-101 of all quartz. 
2. Quartz is dominantly monocrysta11ine and shows undulatory 
e1tinction in all but the coarse-very coarse sand size where 251 of the 
quartz fraction is polycrystalline. 
3. Chert is the second most common grain; it is most commonly 
rounded to subrounded but is frequently subangular. Chert volume ranges 
between 15-401 but is commonly 20-251 of the sample. 
4. Sparry calcite cement ranges between 15-40 I but is commonly 
30-351 of the sample 
5. Feldspars are rare. never more than 5 I of a sample 
6. Carbonate clasts range between 2-15i but is commonly less than 
SI of a sample. Clasts are rounded-angular; fine-very coarse. 
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7. Approximately 51 of the sample contains unknown. nearly opaque 
clasts. Possible interpretations include, but are not limited to, the clasts 
being clay, organic matter or metals. 
Figure 13 is a photomicrograph of a thin section made from a Lower Muddy 
Creek sandstone. 
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Figure 13. Photomicrograph of Sample BBN-D12 (from LMC-VIII) 
Crossed Nicols. Scale bar on figure is 50 microns ( 1 cm - 50 microns). 
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Alpha Unit Data 
Table 2 contains the data which are the basis for Figures 14 and 15 • an 
Alpha unit sandstone isolith and sandstone/mudstone ratio map. 
respectively. The isolith illustrates both that the Alpha unit sandstone 
thinned northward to the zero point along Clear Creek and that sandstone 
thickness shifts along Little Muddy Creek. The sandstone/ mudstone ratio 
map (Figure 15) depicts four lobes where the sandstone clearly thicken 
northward prior to their eventual thinning. These include one along Clear 
Creek. two along Little Muddy Creek and one in the Angelo Ranch area. 
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Table 3 presents textural data about grain size and grading. Analysis of 
these data indicate that Alpha unit sandstone range in size from very fine to 
granular. Grain size frequency counts show that Alpha unit sandstone are 
dominantly fine to medium (47t.), subdominantly very fine to fine (3St.) and 
that 12 I show a wide range in grain size (fine to granular; poorly sorted). 
The remainder of the sandstones are coarse to granular. 
Flat pebbles of carbonate mud up to 3 cm in diameter are infrequently (less 
than 301 of measured sections) present at the base of trough cross beds. 
along the slip face of planar cross beds or spread throughout the entire 
sandstone body. The concentration can be as high as 65-70i of a particular 
depositional surface but is more commonly in the 35-45i range. Flat pebble 
concentrations occur in both Alpha unit and Gamma unit deposits throughout 
the study area with similar frequency with the exception that none were 
ob served along the eastern margin. 
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Table 2. Thickness Data for Alpha Unit Deposits. 
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S€CT~ t-l:TERS OF SNeSTCH twlTERS OF t1l>ROCK SAN)STOfl:/H.l>ROCk RATll 
CC·I 0.00 9.40 --
CC-II 0.00 7 . .1 --
cc-m 0.00 a.so --
CC-Fi 0.00 6.80 --
cc-v ODS S.00 0.01 
U1:·1 10.60 12.00 0.88 
Lt-£-11 4.SO 9.30 0.48 
U-C-111 S.90 14.80 0.40 
U-C-IY 7.SO S.00 1.SO 
U-C-Y 4.90 9.30 0.5! 
l.t'C-YI 9.!0 14.20 0.6S 
l.t'C-Yll 8.80 1S.SO O.S7 
Lt-C-Ylll 9.20 9.30 0.99 
Ltt:-DC 8.70 9.10 0.96 
u...:-x J.5) 1 t .20 0.31 
U1:·XI 3.90 1!.80 0.28 
u-c-xu 4.60 14.40 0.12 
Ltt:->Ull S.JO 12.00 0.44 
U1:-XIY !30 9~ o~ 
RRT-1 8.SO 10.60 0.80 
RRT-11 7.00 12.70 o~ 
RRT-111 2.70 S.00 0!50 
RRT-IY s.so 10.00 0.55 
RRT-Y 8.51 S.10 1.67 
AR-I 0.40 2.00 0.20 
AR-It 11.00 1S.30 0.72 
AR-Ill 0.00 0.00 --
YFS-11 2.10 1t.SO 0.18 
RH-I 1.80 21.70 o.oe 
RH-11 8.SO 7.70 1.10 
aa:-1 11.SO 12.40 0.9! 
acc-11 !.!O 9.90 OD 
PH-I 'f .30 17.30 0.6S 
PH-11 45> 11.40 o.n 
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Figure 14. lsolith of the Alpha Unit Sandstones. Sandstone thickness 




























Figure 1 S. Sandstone/Mudrock Ratio Map of the Alpha Unit. Ratio 
values are dimensionless and show relative volume. Contour interval is 10. 
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Table 3. Alpha Unit Textural Data. The Grain Size/Bed column reads 
in such a way that the leftmost word corresponds to the uppermost bed. For 
example, at LMC-11, there are three sandstone beds: the uppermost one is 
fine grained as is the middle one; the bottom bed is medium grained. No 
information is provided relative to bed contacts or bed thickness. V. FINE= 
very fine grained; CRS - coarse grained; GRNLR - granular grained. 
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SECTION NUMBER OF BEDS GRAIN SIZE/BED GRADlrt:; 
CC-I 0 -- --
CC-II 0 -- --
CC-Ill 0 -- --
CC-IV 0 -- --cc-v 1 FINE tllNE 
Lt'C-1 1 FINE-MED tllNE 
Lt'C-11 3 Fl NE/Fl NE/MED t«>RHAL 
lt'C-111 3 FINE-MED/V. FINE-FINEIV. FINE REVERSE 
Lt-c-IV 1 FINE-MED tlJNE 
Lt-c-V 3 Fl NE-MED/Fl NE-MED/Fl NE-MED t«lNE 
Lt-c-VI 2 FINE/FINE-MED tllRMAL 
lt-c-¥11 3 FINE-CRS/FINE-V.CRSIV. FINE REVERSE 
Lt-c-Vlll 1 FINE tllNE 
Lt-c-IX 1 FINE tllNE 
Lt'C-X 1 FINE-V.CRS tllNE 
Lt'C-XI 2 Fl NE/ Fl NE-MED NJRMAL 
Lt'C-Xll 3 CRS-GRNLRIV.FINE/V. FINE REVERSE 
Lt'C-Xlll 1 CRS-GRNLR t«lNE 
lt'E-XIV 4 Fl NE/fl NE/Fl NE/MED lllRMAL 
RRT-1 1 FINE-V.CRS REVERSE 
RRT-11 1 FINE-V.CRS MlNE 
RRT-111 t V.FINE-FINE NJNE 
RRT-IV 2 FINE-MED/FINE REVERSE 
RRT-V 3 Fl NE- MED/V .Fl NE/Fl NE MlNE 
AR-I 1 FINE MlNE 
AR-II 3 f I NE-MEDIV .Fl NEIV .Fl NE REVERSE 
AR-Ill 0 -- --
WFS-11 4 FINE/FINE/FINE/FINE MlNE 
RH-I 3 MED/fl NE-CRS/MED-V .CRS tllRMAL 
RH-II 1 V.FINE-FINE MlNE 
CKC·I 4 Fl NE-CRS/MED-V .CRS/fl NE/f I NE tllRMAL 
CKC-11 2 MED/FINE-MED REVERSE 
PH-I 7 MED/Fl NE GRNLR/5 Fl NE- MED REVERSE 
PH-II 5 V.FINE-MED/4 MED tllNE 
Grading pattern frequency counts show thai ihe Alpha unH sandsiones 
themselves are dominantly not graded (591), subdominantly upward 
coarsening (201). 101 of the sandstones show a reversal from upward 
coarsening to upward fining and the remainder are either upward fining or 
show repeated upward fining couplets. 
Grain size and grading frequency counts were derived from 51 field 
descriptions. 
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Figure 16 shows Alpha unit paleocurrent data plotted and the derived rose 
diagram. It is clear that paleocurrent dominance is equally shared by the 0-
45 • and 45-90. sectors of the diagram: paleocurrent direction appears to 
have occured dominantly towards the northeast. 
Table 4 presents very brief stratigraphic abstracts of the Alpha Unit for the 
34 measured sections along with an environmental interpretation. Analysis 
of this table shows that 8 sections (mostly in the south and along Warfield 
Springs, Chicken Creek and Pine Hollow) are composed of interbedded 
mudstone and sandstones that lack diagnostic sedimentary structures . In 7 
northern sections, along Clear Creek and northern Angelo Ranch, m udstone 
dominate Alpha unit deposits. The stratigraphy of the remaining sections 
(middle of the study area and along Little Muddy Creek. the Ridge Route and 
Road hollow area) is a coarsening upward sequence of basal mudstone 
overlain by sandstone that show a range of sedimentary structures including 
thin to thick bedding, large scale planar cross bedding, trough cross bedding, 
ripple cross lamination, parting lineation and contorted bedding. 
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Figure 16. Plot of Alpha Unit Sandstone Paleocurrent Azimuths. 
Arrows have been superimposed on the Sandstone/Mudrhck Ratio Map for 
the Alpha unit. Rose diagram included. 
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Table 4. Abstract of Alpha Unit Micro-Stratigraphy. The 
STRATIGRAPHY ABSTRACT column reads such that the uppermost line is 
stratigraphically at the top. For eiample. at CC-I, limestone is the uppermost 
rock type and oil shale is the lowermost rock type in the Alpha Unit. The 
INTERPRETATION column provides an interpretation of the lithology 
presented in the STRATIGRAPHY ABSTRACT column and reads in the same 
way. The meaning of abreviations used: THKLY ·thickly: LMNTD • 
laminated: SS • sandstone; BDD • bedded: DGR • degree; MSV • massive: 
W /LRG • with large; PLNR • planar; X-BDS • cross beds; NTRBDD • 
interbedded; MS - mudstone; LS - limestone: RVR - river; V. WELL - very 
well; NTRFNGRNG - interfingering; TRF X-BDD • trough cross bedded; VRLN • 
overlain; LRG - large; THNLY - thinly; LTHCLSTS - lithoclasts; SM • small; 
MRKD • marked: CVRD ·covered; W /PARTING· with parting; 
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SECTION STRATIGRAPHY ABSTRACT INTERPRETATION 
CC·I LIMESTONE LACUSTRI NE BETA LS 
MUDSTONE PRODELTAIC MS 
OIL SHALE LACUSTRINE LIMESTONE 
CC-II UNKtlJWN --
cc-111 LIMESTONE LAC UST RI NE BETA LS 
MUDSTONE PRODELTAIC MS 
OIL SHALE LACUSTRI NE LIMESTONE 
CC-VI LIMESTONE LACUSTRI NE BETA LS 
MUDSTONE PRO DEL TAIC MS 
LIMESTONE LACUSTRINE LIMESTONE 
cc-v LIMESTONE LACUSTRI NE BETA LS 
MUDSTONE PRODEL TAIC MS 
THKLY LMNTDSS PRODELTAIC SS 
MUDSTONE PRODELTAIC MS 
OIL SHALE LACUSTRI NE LIMESTONE 
Lt'C-1 LIMESTONE LACUSTRI NE BETA LS 
MUDSTONE BETA UNIT MS 
THKLY BOD TO THKLY LMNTD SS, < S DGR DIP CATATUM~ RVR FORESETS 
MUDSTONE PRODELTAIC MS 
OIL SHALE LACUSTRINE LIMESTONE 
Lt-c-11 LIMESTONE LACUSTRINE BETA LS 
MUDSTONE BETA UNIT MS 
MSV SANDSTONE FLUVIAL-FLOODPLAIN SS 
MUDSTONE •• •• •• 
MSV SANDSTONE •• •• • • 
OIL SHALE LACUSTRI NE LIMESTONE 
Lt'C-111 LIMESTONE LACUSTRI NE BETA LS 
MUDSTONE BETA UNIT MS 
SSW /LRG SCALE PLNR X-BDS GILBERT FORESETS 
NTRBDD MSV SS & MS PRODELTAIC DEPOSITS 
MUDSTONE •• •• •• 
OIL SHALE LACUSTRINE LIMESTONE 
Lt'C-IV LIMESTONE LACUSTRINE BETA LS 
MUDSTONE BETA UNIT MS 
NTRBDD SS ( < 5 DEGREE DIP) CATATUMOO RVR FORESETS 
MUDSTONE PRODELTAIC MS 
LIMESTONE LACUSTRINE LIMESTONE 
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L~-v LIMESTONE LACUSTRINE BETA LS 
MUDSTONE BETA UNIT LS 
MSV SANDSTONE TOPSET SANDSTONE 
NTRBDD MSV SS & HS •• •• . ..
SS W/LRG SCALE PLNR X-BDS GILBERT FORESETS 
HUDSTONE PRODELTAIC MS 
L~·VI LIMESTONE LACUSTRINE BETA LS 
MUDSTONE BETA UNIT MS 
NTRBDD PLNR X-BDD SS, MS & MSV SS TOPSETS DEPOSITS 
MUDSTONE •• •• • • 
v I WELL LITHI Fl ED SS StlJRE LI NE VENER SS 
SS W /LRG SCALE PLNR X-BDS GILBERT FORESETS 
HUDSTONE PRODELTAIC DEPOSITS 
L~-Vll LIMESTONE LACUSTRINE BETA LS 
MUDSTONE BETA UNIT MS 
NTRBDD MSV SS & HS TOPSET DEPOSITS 
BTRBTD MSV SS W/PLNR X-BDD BASE CATATUMBO RVR FORESETS 
NTRBDD MS, THKLY LMNTDSS& MS PRODELTAIC DEPOSITS 
MUDSTONE ... •• ... 
LIMESTONE LACUSTRINE LIMESTONE 
Lt-E-Vlll LIMESTONE LACUSTRINE BETA LS 
MUDSTONE BETA UNIT LS 
NTRFtGRt«; MS & SS TOPSET DEPOSITS 
SHARP CONTACT EROSIONAL SURFACE 
TRF X· BDD SS VRLN BY LRG SCALE PLNR X-BDS GILBERT fORESETS 
NTRBDD MS & THNLV BDD SS PRODEL TAIC DEPOSITS 
OIL SHALE LACUSTRI NE LIMESTONE 
lt'l:-IX LIMESTONE LACUSTRINE BETA LS 
MUDSTONE BETA UNIT MS 
MSVSANDSTONE StllRE LI NE VENEER 
SHARP CONTACT EROSIONAL SURFACE 
SSW I LRG SCALE PLNR X-BDS GILBERT FORESETS 
MUDSTONE PRODEL TAIC DEPOSITS 
LIMESTONE LACUSTRINE LIMESTONE 
lt'l:-X LIMESTONE LACUSTRINE BETA LS 
MUDSTONE BETA UNIT MS 
l1SV SANDSTONE StllRE LI NE VENEER 
SHARP CONTACT EROSIONAL SURFACE 
SSW /LRG SCALE PLNR X-BDS GILBERT FORESETS 
SS W /CeC03 LTtcLSTS & SM SCALE PLNR X-BDS FLUVIAL SANDSTONE 
MUDSTONE PRODELTAIC DEPOSITS 
LIMESTONE LACUSTRINE LIMESTONE 
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lt-E-XI LIMESTONE LACUSTRINE BETA LS 
PLNR BOD SANDSTONE BETA UNIT DEPOSITS 
V. WELL LITHIFIED SANDSTONE StORE LI NE VENEER 
SHARP CONTACT EROSIONAL SURFACE 
SSW /LRG SCALE PLNR X-BDS GILBERT FORESETS 
MUDSTONE PRODELTAIC DEPOSITS 
LIMESTONE LACUSTRINE LIMESTONE 
Lt-C-Xll LIMESTONE LACUSTRINE BETA LS 
MUDSTONE BETA UNIT MS 
TRF X-BDD SANDSTONE FLUVIAL DEPOSITS 
NTRBDD RIPPLE MRKD SS & MS •• •• •• 
LIMESTONE LACUSTRINE LIMESTONE 
Lt-C·Xlll NTRBDD LIMESTONE & MUDSTONE LACUSTRI NE BETA LS & MS 
TRF X-BDD SANDSTONE f LlNIAL SANDSTONE 
BRUSH CVRD SLOPE UNKtllWN 
LIMESTONE UPPER LI HESTONE 
Lt'E-XIV LIMESTONE LACUSTRINE BETA LS 
NTRBDD HSY SS & HS FLUVIAL DEPOSITS 
LIMESTONE LAC UST RI NE LIMESTONE 
RRT-1 LIMESTONE L\CUSTRINE BETA LS 
MUDSTONE BETA UNIT MS 
t1SV SANDSTONE StlJRE LI NE VENEER 
SHARP CONTACT EROSIONAL SURFACE 
NTRBDD MSV SANDSTONE fLUYIAl SANDSTONE 
LIMESTONE LACUSTRI NE LIMESTONE 
RRT-11 NTRBDD LIMESTONE & MUDSTONE LACUSTRINE BETA LS & MS 
MSVSANOSTONE StllRE LINE VENEER 
SHARP CONTACT EROSIONAL SURFACE 
NTRBDD TRF X-BDD & MSV SS f LUVIAL DEPOSITS 
MUDSTONE PROOELTAIC MUDSTONE 
LIMESTONE LAC UST RI NE LIMESTONE 
RRT-111 NTRBDD LIMESTONE & MUDSTONE LACUSTRINE BETA LA & MS 
PLNR X-BDD SANDSTONE f LUVIAL DEPOSITS 
MUDSTONE •• •• •• 
OIL SHALE LACUSTRINE LIMESTONE 
RRT·IY LIMESTONE LACUSTRINE BETA LS 
MUDSTONE BETA UNIT HS 
NTRBDD PLNR X-BBD SS, MS & TRF X·BOD SS FLUVIAL DEPOSITS 
MUDSTONE •• •• • • 
LIMESTONE UPPER LIMESTONE 
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RRT-V LIMESTONE LACUSTRINE BETA LS 
MUDSTONE BETA UNIT MS 
CONTORTED LRG SCALE PLNR x-eoo SS SOFT SEO DEFORMATION 
NTRBDD THIN SS & MUDSTONE PRODELTAIC DEPOSITS 
LIMESTONE l.ACUSTRI NE LIMESTONE 
AR-I LIMESTONE LACUSTRINE BETA LS 
MUDSTONE BETA UNIT MS 
SS W/PARTltll LINEATION FLUYIAL SANDSTONE 
MUDSTONE f LUVIAL MUDSTONE 
LIMESTONE LACUSTRINE LIMESTONE 
AR-II LIMESTONE LACUSTRINE BETA LS 
MUDSTONE BETA UNIT MS 
LRG SCALE PLNR X-BDD SS GILBERT FORESETS 
NTRBDD MSV SS & MS PRODEL TAIC DEPOSITS 
LIMESTONE LACUSTRINE LIMESTONE 
AR-Ill -- --
WFS-11 LIMESTONE 1.ACUSTRINE BETA LS 
MUDSTONE BETA UNIT MS 
NTRBDD HSY SS & MS FLUYIAL DEPOSITS 
LIMESTONE LACUSTRI NE LIMESTONE 
RH-I NTRBDD LIMESTONE & MUDSTONE LAC UST RI NE BETA LS & MS 
NTRBDD t1SV SS & MS FLUYIAL DEPOSITS 
LIMESTONE l.ACUSTRINE LIMESTONE 
RH-II LIMESTONE LACUSTRI NE BETA LS 
NTRFt«;RG MS & MSV SS BETA UNIT DEPOSITS 
t1SV SANDSTONE TOPSET SANDSTONE 
LRG SCALE PLNR X-BDD SS GILBERT FORESETS 
MUDSTONE PRODELTAIC MS 
LIMESTONE LACUSTRINE LIMESTONE 
CKC-1 LIMESTONE LACUSTRINE BETA LS & MS 
MUDSTONE BETA UNIT MS 
NTRBDD MSV SS & MS f LUVIAL DEPOSITS 
LIMESTONE l.ACUSTRI NE LIMESTONE 
CKC-11 LIMESTONE LAC UST RI NE BETA LS 
NTRBDD MSV SS & MS FLUVIAL DEPOSITS 
LIMESTONE LAC UST RI NE LIMESTONE 
. 
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PH-I LIMESTONE LACUSTRINE BETA LS 
NTRBDD t1SV SS & MS FLUYIAL DEPOSITS 
LIMESTONE LACUSTRI NE LIMESTONE 
PH-II LIMESTONE LACUSTRINE BETA LS 
NTRBDD MSV SS & MS f LUVIAL DEPOSITS 
LIMESTONE LACUSTRINE LIMESTONE 
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Also present are truncation surfaces that are commonly overlain by 50 cm 
to 1 m very well lithified sandstone that usually is massive. Above the basal 
sandstone occur interbedded sandstone and mudstone that are capped by 
the Beta limestone. This large middle area can be further recognized to fall in 
three subgroups: those sandstone that show large scale planar cross bedding. 
those that have gently dipping thin to thickly bedded sandstone and those 
that present other sedimentary structures such as trough cross bedding or 
ripple cross lamination. 
Beta Unit Data 
Only a limestone isolith is presented for the Beta unit since the primary 
lithology of significance is the limestone. As can be seen in Figure 17. the 
Beta Limestone presence throughout the area shows quite a wide variation 
in its thickness: from as thin as 10 cm to as thick as 190 cm. Another 
significant feature is the relative thinness. north and south of the Beta 
Limestone, as compared to its thickness along Little Muddy Creek. It is 
massive. laminated or, at times. interbedded with mudstone and it often 
contains fossils (Figures 18a and l 8b ). No attempt has been made to 





Figure 17. lsolith of Beta Unit Limestone. Limestone thickness in 












Figures 18a. Fossils Common in the Study Area. A pe1ecypod and a 
few gastropods. Alpha Unit Sandstone in LMC-IX. 
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Gamma Unit Data 
Table 5 presents the thickness data that forms the basis for figures 19 and 
20, Gamma unit sandstone isolith and sandstone/mudrock ratio map. 
respectively. The isolith shows that Gamma unit sandstones persisted 
further north than did the Alpha unit sandstones. The thickest sandstones in 
the entire study area are in the most northerly sections (CC-I and CC-IV). 
Also evident is the very rapid manner with which the sandstones thin just a 
few hundred meters north of their thickest accumulation. As was the case 
with Alpha Unit sandstones, Gamma unit sandstones along Little Muddy 
Creek thicken and thin repeatedly in east-west cross section. The 
sandstone/mudrock ratio map shows a pattern similar to the Alpha unit 
sandstones in that there appears to be four distinct lobes that thicken 
northward prior to their eventual thinning. In addition, there is a similar 
pattern a few kilometers to the north along Clear Creek. Also evident is the 
much higher ratio of sandstone to mudstone when compared to the Alpha 
unit. Whereas the Alpha unit ratio only once reaches 15 and is commonly 
below 10, ratios in the 10 to 20 range are not uncommon for the Gamma 
unit. In addition. very high ratios (2 cases above 40: 2 above 100) are 
present in the Gamma unit. 
The fact that the Gamma unit sandstones are generally coarser grained than 
the Alpha unit sandstones is evident from an analysis of Table 6. Grain size 
frequency counts (51) indicate that Gamma unit sandstones are dominantly 
fine to medium grained; subdominance (221) is shared by the medium to 
coarse category and the poorly sorted/wide range ( 18 I) category. The 
remainder of the sandstones are very fine to fine. 
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Table S. Gamma Unit Thickness Data. 
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SECTION METERS of SANDSTONE METERS of MUDROCK SANDSTONE/MUDROCK RATIO 
CC-I 16.50 11.70 I 1.41 
CC-II 11.70 8.40 1.39 
CC-Ill 4.90 9.50 0.52 
CC-IV 8.80 11.60 0.76 
cc-v 17.00 4.00 4.25 
Lt-e-1 1.40 1.SO 0.93 
Lt-c-11 2.20 4.SO 0.49 
L~-111 1.00 2.50 0.40 
Lt-c-IV 5.20 6.40 0.81 
Lt'C-V 1.80 5.90 0.31 
Ltt:-VI 2.30 2.60 0.88 
lt-c-Vll 6.SO 2.80 2.30 
Lt-E-Vlll 4.30 3.50 1.23 
Ltl:·IX 6.00 2.80 2.14 
lt-e-X 3.50 1.20 2.92 
Lt'E-XI S.40 0.50 10.80 
Ltt:-Xll 3.10 2.00 1.55 
Lt-E-Xlll 2.00 1.50 1.33 
Lt-1:-XIY 4.30 5.30 0.81 
RRT-1 3.40 4.30 0.79 
RRT-11 3.50 8.20 8.20 
RRT-111 6.50 5.40 1.20 
RRT-IV 7.00 2.50 2.80 
RRT-V 2.80 5.70 0.49 
AR-I 11.90 8.50 1.40 
AR-II 6.00 3.30 1.82 
AR-Ill 10.90 10.30 1.06 
WFS-11 3.00 3.00 1.00 
RH-I 7.10 10.70 0.66 
RH-II 6.30 0.40 15.75 
CKC-1 7.00 1.60 4.38 
CkC-11 15.50 8.10 1.91 
PH-I 5.10 4.30 1.19 
PH-II 5.10 2.20 2.30 
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Figure 19. Gamma Unit Sandstone Isolith. Sandstone thickness is in 
meters: contour interval is 1 meter. Dashed where inferred. 
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Figure 20. Sandstone/Mudrock Ratio Map for the Gamma Unit. Ratio 
values are dimensionless. No data is available for the central. dashed region. 














Table 6. Gamma Unit Textural Data. The grain size column reads such 
that the leftmost entry corresponds to the uppermost sandstone at that 
locality. For example, at CC-I, there are 3 sandstone beds: the uppermost 
one is medium grained, the middle one is very coarse grained and the 
bottom one is fine to medium. V. FINE· very fine grained; GRNLR ·granular 
grained; V. CRS • very coarse grained. 
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SECTION NUMBER OF BEDS GRAIN SIZE GRADI~ 
CC-I 3 MEDIV. CRS/FI NE- MED VARIABLE 
CC-II 4 V. fl NE/fl NE-GRNLR/FI NE/fl NE VARIABLE 
CC-Ill 3 FINE/FINE/FINE tllNE 
CC-IV 4 Fl NE/MED/MED/MED NlNE 
cc-v 2 MED-V. CRSIV. fl NE-MED REVERSE 
Ltc-1 2 FINE-MED/FINE REVERSE 
Lt'E-11 2 Fl NE-MED/Fl NE-MED NlNE 
Lt'E-111 1 MED tllNE 
lt'E-IV 3 V. FINE-CRS/FINE/FINE REVERSE 
L~-Y 4 MED·CRS/2 FINE-MED/FINE REVERSE 
Lt-1:-YI 2 f I NE-MED/Fl NE-MED tllNE 
Lt-1:-Yll 2 MED-V. CRS/FINE-MED REVERSE 
Lt'E-Ylll 2 MED-CRS/FI NE-MED REVERSE 
Lt-1:-IX 2 MED/MED NlNE 
Lr-E-X 1 V. FINE-CRS fllNE 
Ltc-XI 1 MED-V.CRS lllNE 
Lt'E-Xll 2 MED/V. FINE-CRS tllRMAl 
Ltc-Xlll 1 MED lllNE 
Lt-1:-XIV 2 CRS/V. Fl NE- Fl NE REVERSE 
RRT-1 2 fl NE-MED/Fl NE- MED NlNE 
RRT-11 2 MED-GRNLR/FI NE-MED REVERSE 
RRT-111 4 MED/FINE/V. FINE/MED-V. CRS VARIABLE 
RRT-IV 5 3 FINE/2 FINE-MED tlJRMAL 
RRT-Y 2 FINE/MED-¥. CRS NlRMAL 
AR-I 2 FINEICRS NlRMAL 
AR-II 1 V. FINE lllNE 
AR-111 5 2 FINE/FINE-MED/V. FINE VARIABLE 
WFS-11 1 V.FINE/MED tlJNE 
RH-I 2 MED-CRS/MEDIV. CRS llJRMAL 
RH-II 2 MED/FINE-GRNLR NJRMAL 
CKC-1 2 Fl NE-MEO/MED-CRS NlRMAL 
CKC-11 6 2 FINE-V.CRS/FINE/3 MED VARIABLE 
PH-I 1 FINE-MED tllNE 
PH-II 2 FINE/FINE MlNE 
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Grading pattern frequency counts show that the Gamma unit sandstones are 
dominantly (51 l)non-graded. subdominantly (331) upward coarsening with 
the remainder either showing repeated upward coarsening or a reversal of 
upward coarsening to upward fining. 
A comparison of Alpha unit and Gamma unit textural data shows that the 
Gamma unit contains more medium to coarse grains. fewer very fine to fine 
grains. In addition. more Gamma unit sandstones are more poorly sorted. 
Gamma unit pa1eocurrents dominantly plot in the 0-45 • range and 
subdominantly in 45~90· range. Figure 21 also shows that the easterly 
paleocurrents are concentrated in the northwestern corner. Table 7, a very 
brief stratigraphic abstracts of the Gamma unit plus an environmental 
interpretation. shows that its patterns are similar to the Alpha unit. Present 
in the Gamma unit also are the interbedded sandstones and mudrocks that 
lack the distinctive large scale planar cross beds or very gently dipping thin 
to thickly bedded sandstone. In the Gamma unit. however, this sort of 
sedimentlogy is more prevalent ( 15 sections) than in the Alpha unit ( 8 
sections). The remaining 19 sections show either the distinctive large scale 
planar cross beds ( 15 sections) or have the gently dipping, bedded sandstone 
(4 sections). Another difference between the Gamma unit and the Alpha 
unit is that the Gamma unit has no sect.ions where the sedimentology is 
mudstone alone. as was the case in the Alpha unit. Also present are the 
erosional surf aces often capped with very well lithified massive or trough 
cross bedded sandstone between 50cm and 1 m thick. 
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Figure 21. Plot of Gamma Unit Sandstone Paleocurrent Azimuths 
Superimposed on the Sandstone/Mudrock Ratio Map for Gamma Unit 
Sandstones. Multiple arrows derive from more than one reading per 




















Table 7. Abstract of Gamma Unit Micro-Stratigraphy. The STRATIGRAPHY 
ABSTRACT column reads such that the uppermost line is stratigraphically the 
most superior. For eiample. at CC-I, limestone is the uppermost rock type 
and oil shale is the lowermost rock type in the Alpha Unit. The 
INTERPRETATION column provides an interpretation of the lithology 
presented in the STRATIGRAPHY ABSTRACT column and reads in the same 
way. The meaning of abreviations used: THKLY ·thickly; LMNTD • 
laminated; SS - sandstone; BDD - bedded; DGR - degree; MSV • massive; 
W /LRG - with large; PLNR • planar; X-BDS • cross beds; NTRBDD • 
interbedded; MS - mudstone; LS - limestone: RVR - river; V. WELL - very 
well; NTRFNGRNG - interfingering: TRF X-BDD ·trough cross bedded; VRLN • 
overlain; LRG - large: THNLY - thinly; LTHCLSTS • lithoclasts; SM· small; 
MRKD ·marked; CVRD ·covered; W /PARTING· with parting 
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SECTION STRATIGRAPHY AF$:)1RACT INTERPRETATION 
CC-I I NTERBEDDED TUFFS SANDWICH tllRIZON 
MUDROCK TOPSET BEDS 
MASSIVE SANDSTONE TOPSET BEDS 
MUD ROCK TOPSET BEDS 
LRG SCALE PLNR CROSS BEDDED SANDSTONE GILBERT FORESETS 
MUD ROCK PRODELTAIC DEPOSITS 
RIPPLE ~RKED SANDSTONE PRODELTAIC DEPOSITS 
MU DROCK PRODELTAIC DEPOSITS 
LIMESTONE LACUSTRINE BETA LS 
CC·ll INTERBEDDED TUFfS LACUSTRINE BETA LS 
MUDRCCK TRANSGRESSIVE DEPOSITS 
MASSIVE SANDSTONE TOPSET BEDS 
MU DROCK TOPSET BEDS 
MASSIVE SANDSTONE TOPSET BEDS 
LRG SCALE PLNR X-BDD SANDSTONE GILBERT FORESETS 
NTRBDD MUDROCK AND MASSIVE SANDSTONE PRODEL TAIC DEPOSITS 
CC-Ill INTERBEDDED TUFFS SANDWICH ttJRIZON 
MU DROCK TOPSET BEDS 
MASSIVE SANDSTONE TOPSET BEDS 
MUDROCK TOPSET BEDS 
LRG SCALE PLNR X· BDD SANDSTONE GtLBERT FORESETS 
MUDROCK TOPSET BEDS 
LRG SCALE PLNR X-BDD SANDSTONE GILBERT FORESETS 
MU DROCK PRODELTAIC MUDROCK 
LIMESTONE LACUSTRI NE BETA LS 
CC-IV I NTERBEDDED TUf FS SANDWICH ttlRIZON 
MU DROCK TOPSET BEDS 
LRG SCALE PLNR X-BDD SANDSTONE GILBERT FORESETS 
INTERBEDDED MUDROCK AND MSV SANDSTONE PRODELTAIC DEPOSITS 
LIMESTONE LACUSTRINE BETA LS 
cc-v INTERBEDDEO TUFFS SANDWICH ltlRlZON . 
UNDESCRI BED --
LRG SCALE PLNR X- BOD SANDSTONE GILBERT FORESETS 
MASSIVE SANDSTONE TOPSET BEDS 
LRG SCALE PLNR X-BDD SANDSTONE GILBERT FORESETS 
MUDROCK PRODELTAIC MUDROCK 
LIMESTONE LAC UST RI NE BETA LS 
Lr-1:-1 THINLY BEDDED SANDSTONE FLUVIAL/FLOODPLAI N 
MU DROCK F LUVlltl /FLOODPLAIN 
MASSIVE SANDSTONE f LUVIAL/FLOODPLAI N 
LIMESTONE U.CUSTRI NE BETA LS 
Lri:-11 THINLY BEDDED SANDSTONE f LUVIAL/F LOODPU.I N 
MUD ROCK FLUVIAL/FLOODPLAI N 
MASSIVE, BIOTURBATED SANDSTONE f LUVIAL/FLOODPLAI N 
HUD ROCK FLUVIAL/FLOODPLAI N 
LIMESTONE LAC UST RI NE BETA LS 
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Lt-C-111 MASSIVE SANDSTONE FLUVIAL/f LOODPLAI N 
MUD ROCK FLUVIAL/FLOODPLAI N 
LIMESTONE LACUSTRI NE BETA LS 
Lt1:-IV LIMESTONE LACUSTRINE DELTA LS 
MU DROCK TRANSGRESSIVE DEPOSITS 
LARGE SCALE PLNR X-BDD SANDSTONE GILBERT FORESETS 
MASSIVE SANDSTONE PRO DEL TAIC DEPOSITS 
I NTERBEDDED MUDROCK AND SANDSTONE PROD EL TAIC DEPOSITS 
LIMESTONE LACUSTRI NE BETA LS 
lt-c-V LIMESTONE LACUSTRI NE DEL TA LS 
MU DROCK TRANSGRESSIVE DEPOSITS 
I NTERBEDDED SANDSTONE AND MUD ROCK f LUVIAL/f LOODPLAI N 
LIMESTONE LACUSTRI NE BETA LS 
Lt'C-VI LIMESTONE LACUSTRINE DELTA LS 
MUDROCK TRANSGRESSIVE DEPOSITS 
MASSIVE, BIOTURBATED SANDSTONE FLUYIAL/FLOODPLAI N 
MU DROCK FLUVIAL/FLOODPLAI N 
PLANAR BEDDED SANDSTONE FLUVIAL/FLOODPLAI N 
LIMESTONE LACUSTRINE BETA LS 
Lt-c-Vll LIMESTONE LACUSTRINE DELTA LS 
PLANAR & TROOOH X- BDD SANDSTONE TRANSGRESSIVE DEPOSITS 
MU DROCK TOPSET BEDS 
LARGE SCALE PLNR X-BDD SANDSTONE GILBERT FORESETS 
MUD ROCK PRODEL TAIC DEPOSITS 
LIMESTONE LACUSTRINE BETA LS 
L11:-Vlll LIMESTONE LACUSTRINE DELTA LS 
MUD ROCK TRANSGRESSIVE DEPOSITS 
I NTERBEDDED MUDROCK AND SANDSTONE FLUVIAL/f LOODPLAI N 
TROOOH X-BDD SANDSTONE FLUVIAL/FLOODPLAI N 
LARGE SCALE PLNR X-BDD SANDSTONE GILBERT FORESETS 
MUD ROCK PRODELTAIC DEPOSITS 
LIMESTONE LAC UST RI NE BETA LS 
Lt-c-IX LIMESTONE LACUSTRINE DELTA LS 
MUDROCK TRANSGRESSIVE DEPOSITS 
I NTERBEDDED MUDROCK & SANDSTONE TOPSET BEDS 
MEDI UM BEDDED SS ( < 5 DEGREE DIP) CATATUMBO RVR FORESETS 
MUD ROCK PRODEL TAIC DEPOSITS 
LIMESTONE LACUSTRINE BETA LS 
Lt'E-X MASSIVE SANDSTONE FLUVIAL/FLOODPLAI N 
MU DROCK FLUYIAL/FLOODPLAI N 
LIMESTONE LACUSTRI NE BETA LS 
Lt'C-XI I NTERBEDDED LIMESTONE LACUSTRINE DELTA LS 
MUD ROCK TRANSGRESSIVE DEPOSITS 
LARGE SCALE PLNR X-BDD SANDSTONE GILBERT FORESETS 
MASSIVE SANDSTONE PRODELTAIC DEPOSITS 
MUOROCK PRODELTAIC DEPOSITS 
LIMESTONE LACUSTRI NE BETA LS 
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Lt-c-Xll LIMESTONE LACUSTRINE DELTA LS 
MUD ROCK TRANSGRESSIVE DEPOSITS 
INTERBEDDED SANDSTONE & MUDROCK FLUVIAL/FLOODPLAI N 
THINLY BEDDED SANDSTONE . FLUVIAL/FLOODPLAIN 
MUDROCK FLUVIAL/f LOODPLAI N 
LIMESTONE LACUSTRINE BETA LS 
Lt-c-Xlll RIPPLE MARKED SANDSTONE f LUVIAL FLOODPLAIN 
MUDJUK FLUVIAL f LOODPLAI N 
LIMESTONE LAC UST RI NE BETA LS 
Lt-c-XIV LIMESTONE LACUSTRI NE DEL TA LS 
MUDROCK TRANSGRESSIVE MUDROCK 
LARGE SCALE PLNR X-BDD SANDSTONE GILBERT FORESETS 
I NTERBEDDED SANDSTONE & MUDROCK PRODELTAIC DEPOSITS 
MU DROCK PRODELTAIC DEPOSITS 
LIMESTONE LAC UST RI NE BETA LS 
RRT-1 LIMESTONE LACUSTRINE DELTA LS 
I NTERBEDDED MUD ROCK & SANDSTONE TRANSGRESSIVE DEPOSITS 
TROOOH CROSS BEDDED SANDSTONE FLUVIAL/FLOODPLAI N 
PLANAR CROSS BEDDED SANDSTONE f LUYIAL/FLOODPLAI N 
MU DROCK f LUVIAL/FLOODPLAI N 
LIMESTONE LACUSTRI NE BETA LS 
RRT·ll MASSIVE SANDSTONE FLUYIAL/FLOODPLAI N 
PLANAR BEDDED SANDSTONE f LUVIAL/FLOODPLAI N 
MUD ROCK f LUYIAL/FLOODPLAI N 
LIMESTONE LACUSTRINE BETA LS 
RRT-111 LIMESTONE LACUSTRINE DELTA LS 
I NTERBEDDED MUDROCK AND SANDSTONE TRANSGRESSIVE DEPOSITS 
MEDIUM BEDDED SS ( c 5 DEGREE DIP) CATATUMBO RVR FORESETS 
MUD ROCK PRODEL TAIC DEPOSITS 
LIMESTONE LACUSTRINE BETA LS 
RRT-IV INTERBEDDED TUFFS SANDWICH tllRIZON 
INTERBEDDED MUDROCK & SANDSTONE FLUYIAL/FLOODPLAI N 
MASSIVE SANDSTONE FLUVIAL/FLOODPLAI N 
MU DROCK FL UVIAL/F LOOD PLAIN 
LIMESTONE LACUSTRINE BETA LS 
RRT-V LIMESTONE LACUSTRINE DELTA LS 
I NTERBEDDED MUDROCK & SANDSTONE TRANSGRESSIVE DEPOSITS 
LARGE SCALE PLNR X-BDD SANDSTONE GILBERT FORESETS 
MUD ROCK PRODEL TAIC DEPOSITS 
LIMESTONE LACUSTRINE BETA LS 
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AR -I I NTERBEDDED TUFFS SANDWICH tllRIZON 
OIL SHALE LACUSTRINE DELTA LS 
MARL TRANSGRESSIVE DEPOSITS 
MUDROCK PRODELTAIC DEPOSITS 
TROOOH CROSS BEDDED SANDSTONE PRODELTAIC DEPOSITS 
MUDROCK PRODELTAIC DEPOSITS 
LIMESTONE LACUSTRI NE BETA LS 
AR-II INTERBEODED TUFFS SANDWICH ttlRIZON 
INTERBEDDED MUDROCK AND SANDSTONE TOPSET BEDS 
LARGE SCALE PLNR X-BDD SANDSTONE GILBERT FORESETS 
MUD ROCK PRODELTAIC DEPOSITS 
LIMESTONE LACUSTRI NE BETA LS 
AR-Ill I NTERBEDDED TUFFS SANDWICH tllRIZON 
INTERBEDDED MUDROCK AND SANDSTONE TOPSET BEDS 
LARGE SCALE PLNR X-BDD SANDSTONE GILBERT FORESETS 
MU DROCK PRODELTAIC DEPOSITS 
OIL SHALE LACUSTRINE BETA LS 
WFS-11 LIMESTONE LACUSTRINE DELTA LS 
MARL TRANSGRESSIVE DEPOSIT 
ti4SSIVE SANDSTONE FLUVIAL/FLOODPLAI N 
MU DROCK PRODELTAIC DEPOSITS 
LIMESTONE LACUSTRINE BETA LS 
RH-I I NT ER BEDDED LIMESTONE LACUSTRINE DELTA LS 
MUDROCK TRANSGRESSIVE DEPOSITS 
TROOOH CROSS BEDDED SANDSTONE TOPSET DEPOSITS 
MUD ROCK TOPSET DEPOSITS 
LARGE SCALE PLNR X-BDD SANDSTONE GILBERT fORESETS 
MUDROCK PRODELTAIC DEPOSITS 
LIMESTONE t.ACUSTRINE BETA LS 
RH-II LIMESTONE LACUSTRI NE DEL TA LS 
MUD ROCK TRANSGRESSIVE DEPOSITS 
INTERBEDDED SANDSTONE & MUDROCK TOPSET BEDS 
MEDI UM BEDDED SS ( < 5 DEGREE DIP) CATATUMBO RVR DEPOSITS 
MU DROCK PRODELTAIC DEPOSITS 
LIMESTONE LAC UST RI NE BETA LS 
CKC-1 LIMESTONE SWH EQUIVALENT 
I NTERBEDDED SANDSTONE & MUDROCK FLUVIAL/FLOODPLAI N 
LIMESTONE LACUSTRINE BETA LS 
CKC-11 LIMESTONE SWH EQUIVALENT 
I NTERBEDDED SANDSTONE & MUDROCK TOPSET BEDS 
LARGE SCALE PLNR X-BDD SANDSTONE GILBERT FORESETS 
MU DROCK PRODELTAIC DEPOSITS 
LIMESTONE LACUSTRINE BETA LS 
PH-I I NTERBEDDED SANDSTONE & MUDROCK FLUVIAL/f LOODPLAI N 
Oil SHALE LACUSTRINE BETA LS 
PH-II INTERBEDDED SANDSTONE & MUDROCK FLUVIAL/FLOODPLAI N 
LIMESTONE LACUSTRINE BETA LS 
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XRD Results 
An examination of the relative mineral cps, as presented in table 8, suggests 
the observations listed below. The percent carbonate per sample has been 
plotted and the result contoured in figure 22. 
1. Quartz clearly dominates the samples since 611 have greater than 
601 quartz and 831 have greater than 501 quartz. 
2. Feldspars are one of the minor fractions of the sandstone since 501 
of the samples have less than 41 feldspars, 281 have less than 61 and 221 
have less than 10 I feldspars. 
3. Calcite is the subdominant mineral in that 721 of the samples have 
4-81 calcite, 111 have 10-201 calcite and 171 have 20-251 calcite. Calcite 
percentages show a much greater range than do other minerals observed. 
4. Dolomite is the other minor fraction observed since 721 of the 
samples have less than 41 dolomite, 111 have 4-61 dolomite and 221 have 
8-10 I dolomite. 
5. In only 221 of the samples does the dolomite fraction surpass the 
calcite percentage. In these cases, the dolomite percentage dominance is 
only 641 greater than the calcite: dolomite never exceeds the calcite in the 
way that calcite does the dolomite. 
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Table 8. X-Ray Diffraction Data for Representative Gamma Unit 
Sandstone Samples. I FLDSPR • percent feldspar: I QRTZ - percent quartz; I 
Si02 - percent siliciclastics; I CLCTB - percent calcite; I DLMTE - percent 
dolomite: I C03 - percent carbonates; RATIO - siliciclastics/carbonates. 
Percentages are derived from cps data. 
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SAMPLE SECTION ~ flDSPR ~QRTZ ~Si02 ~CLCTE ~ DLHTE ~C03 RATIO 
CC-1:2 CC-I 4.4 60.7 65.1 5.1 4.0 9.1 7.2 
CC-11:1 CC-II 4.1 68.0 72.1 5.0 8.2 13.2 5.5 
CC-111:3 CC-Ill 4.0 61.0 65.0 4.4 5.2 9.6 6.8 
CC-IV:2 CC-IV 9.1 67.0 76.1 7.0 9.0 16.0 4.8 
BBN-AlO U"C-1 4.9 71.2 76.1 4. 1 1.7 5.8 13.1 
BBN-813 U"C-IV 8.8 61.4 70.2 6.5 2.2 8.7 8.1 
BBN-C13 LMC-VI 7.2 48.9 56.1 20.3 2.6 22.9 2.5 
BBN-012 Lt"C-Vlll 2.5 39.1 41.6 31.5 1.7 33.2 1.3 
RRT-1:3 RRT-1 3.8 64.3 68.1 5.6 3.7 9.3 7.3 
RRT-11:4 RRT-11 2.6 60.5 63.1 5.0 2.0 7.0 9.0 
RRT-IV:3 RRT-IY 1.0 65.4 66.4 7.7 3.6 11.3 5.9 
RRT-V:2 RRT-V 4.3 62.6 66.9 4.6 3.5 8.1 8.3 
AR-1:2 AR-I 7.0 57.6 64.6 6.3 8.0 14.3 4.5 
RH-11:4 RH-II 0.5 32.6 33.1 41.6 1.8 43.4 0.8 
CKC-1:4 CKC-1 1.3 50.1 51.4 17.0 3.2 20.2 2.5 
CKC-11:7 CKC-11 1.4 56.4 57.B 6.6 3.0 9.6 6.0 
PH-1:9 PH-I 1.9 69.0 70.9 11.0 3.5 14.5 4.9 
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Figure 22. Percent Carbonate Map for Gamma Unit Sandstones. 
Values shown equal percent carbonate in selected Gamma Unit sandstones. 
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
Introduction 
A deltaic environment. as defined by Pettijohn. et al. ( 1973). is one where 
deposition is dominant; it occurs when a river drops its sediment load in or 
near a standing body of water. Rigby. et al. ( 1972) suggest that the problem 
of recognizing ancient sedimentary environments is as basic to 
sedimentology today as ever. Recognition of lacustrine deltas and their 
subenvironments is hampered by the fact that paleontology is not 
particularly useful (Born, 1972). Recognition depends on physical criteria 
such as lithology. lithologic sequences, sedimentary structures and textural 
features. In practical terms, lacustrine deltaic environments are commonly 
river dominated which means that a significant textural feature is a 
coarsening upward sequence (Miall. 1979 ). Well known sedimentary 
structures include Gilbert's ( 188 5) bottom set, fore set and top sets beds. 
Foreset beds have that distinctive feature of large scale planar cross beds (on 
the order of meters and sometimes tens of meters) that dip steeply (20-25 °). 
Recognition may be complicated since foreset beds can be very gentle, 5° or 
less. (Hyne. et al. 1979) or completely nonexistent (Smith, 1975). Common 
lithologic sequences begin with prodeltaic (bottomset) beds which are 
commonly clays. silts or some combination of the two. Bottom set beds can 
also be ripple cross laminated sands (Gustavson, et al, 1975). Above the 
prodelta muds come the f oreset delta front deposits that range anywhere 
from fining upward couplets of interbedded sands and silts (Stanley and 
Surdam, 1978) to sandy clays (Hyne. et al, 1979) to coarse sands and gravels 
(Fouch and Dean. 1982). Topset beds that succeed the foresets may also be 
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ambiguous in that the fluvial processes from which they are deposited range 
from braided streams to meandering streams plus all of the associated 
channel and non-channel processes. Born ( 1972) was right when he said 
that there is not any single criterion that unambiguously identifies a 
lacustrine delta; instead the combined weight of evidence and the totality of 
physical relationships suggest the environment of deposition. 
Blakey and Gubitosa ( 1983) used the concept of "phase" to describe the 
depositional dynamics of the particular sedimentary packages with which 
they were working. They suggested that phase could imply similar episodes 
and types of deposition but not necessarily exact chronostratigraphic 
correlation. Their concept will be applied in the following discussion of the 
units presented here. The Alpha unit will be discussed as the Alpha phase; 
the Beta unit as the Beta phase and so on. 
General Depositional Features and Overall Trends 
The sandstone tongue of Wasatch Formation in southern Fossil Basin is here 
interpreted to be the record of a modified Gilbert-type delta. The deposit is 
wedge-like and thins towards the north (Figure 9 ). These facts suggest a 
southerly source for sediments. Paleocurrent data (Figure 6) also clearly 
suggest northerly to northeasterly transport. In addition, the total-section 
sandstone/mudstone ratio map (Figure 10) shows two areas of basinward 
(northerly) thickening of sandstone prior to their eventual thinning. This 
concurs with Born's observation that these deltas thicken basinward. The 
large scale planar cross beds (Figure 23) that commonly superpose flat 
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Figure 23. Gilbert-Type Foresets. Note that the beds below the 
ham mer are flat lying bottom set beds whereas the beds above the ham mer 
dip about 25 °. The dipping beds are here interpreted as Gilbert Type 
foresets. Photo was taken along the western end of Road Hollow, near the 
Bear River Divide. Note rock pick for scale. 
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lying. finer sandstones or mudstones are examples of Gilbert-type foresets. 
Foresets that gently dip 1-5 • (Figure 24) resemble Hyne·s, et al, ( 1979) 
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fore sets. Upward coarsening sequences occur in both Alpha phase and 
Gamma phase deposits which are separated by the Jacustrine deposition of 
the Beta limestone. This repeated upward coarsening suggests both deltaic 
deposition and cyclicity (Born, 1972; Miall. 1979; Stanley and Surdam, 1978 ). 
The thin-section shown in Figure 13 is strikingly similar to Koesoemadinata's 
( 1970) thin-section in that both thin-sections contain predominantly 
subrounded to rounded. monocrystaline quartz grains in sparry calcite 
cement. This indicates that the sandstones studied here were deposited 
under environments similar to those described by Koesoemadinata ( 1970 ). 
Rapid lateral thinning of the sandstones (Figures 26. 27, and 29) which are 
encased in mudrocks suggests that the sandstones are localized, tense shaped 
pods similar to those described by Reineck and Singh ( 1980 ). These thick 
sandstone deposits probably occurred as a result of the delta front position 
not shifting for a period of time. 
An important observation is that thick sandstones (which are more resistant 
to erosion than adjacent mudstones) are often associated with bluff 
topography (Figure 28) that contains thick sandstones. This asociation 
suggests that present day topography is related, in part, to the Eocene deltaic 
and inter-distributary deposition. Main sites of ancient delta front 
deposition or fluvial channel deposition are probably reflected by the 
prominent. steep bluffs (Figure 29) whereas interdistributary bays or non-
channel areas are represented by those drainages that trend north to south. 
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Figure 24. Catatumbo River Type Foresets. The beds above the arrow 
dip S • or less whereas beds below the arrow are flat-lying. The sandstones 
are from the Alpha unit at LMC-IV. The Jacob Staff is about a meter long. 
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Figure 25. Catatumbo River Type Foresets. Dip angle is 5 •or less. 
The sandstones area from the Gamma unit at CC-V. The prominent rock 
ledge is 2 meters thick. 
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Figure 27. Alpha Unit Sandstone at LMC-1. Sandstone is about 2 
meters thick. This photo was taken from the exact location of the Figure 26 
photo after first rotating 60° northeast. Taken together, these two photos 




Figure 28. View of LMC-VII and Associated Valleys. Shown here is 
the association of bluff landforms and sandstone lithology. Note how the 
sandstone thins and ceases to crop out towards the left (NE) in the photo. In 
addition, observe the valley to the right (SW) of the bluff. This association 
suggests that the bluffs are controlled by the more resjstent sandstone 
lithology whereas the valleys have been eroded into the less resistant 
mudrock. A similar valley is present northeast of the sandstone dominated 
bluff. 
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Figure 29. View of CC-I. The 16.3 meter Gamma unit sandstone 
(see arrow) thins to 1 meter or less within 200 meters to the right (east). 
This photo also illustrates very well the bluff landf orm-sandstone 
lithology relationship. 
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Interpretation of Thin SectiQn Data 
The data presented earlier suggest the following conclusions: 
1. Monocrystalline, undulatory-e1tinction quartz suggests a 
granitoid source for part of the sandstone (Blatt, 1982, p. 155) 
2. Chert clasts indicate chert bearing sedimentary rocks (possibly 
the Phosphoria Formation) for a different fraction of the 
sandstone 
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3. Lack of feldspars and presence of relatively angular quartz suggest 
that transport time and distance was relatively short: only long 
enough to remove feldspars and not sufficeint to round the quartz 
grains 
4. Carbonate clasts have a probable intraformational source since 
some are angular (McClain. 198 5 ); in addition, field 
observations indicate that they are friable and could not 
withstand Jong transport. 
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Interpretation of XRD Data 
The percentage of carbonate in the Gamma sandstones, when plotted and 
mapped, reveals that an unusually bigh percentage of carbonate is present in 
central Little Muddy Creek sandstones. This percentage drops in every 
direction. This very tentatively suggests the possibility of an active alkaline 
spring in this region during Gamma phase. Reeves ( 1968) observed a similar 
situation in Mound Lake, Texas. where carbonate thickens toward a spring 
source. In addition, carbonate mud drapes, as observed at LMC-1 (see 
appendix C) suggest high alkalinity for the lake and/or river waters. 
However. following Blatt's ( 1982, p. 532) suggestion to not speak past the 
data, such a conclusion is not warranted by these results. Much more data, 
in the form of XRD analysis and thin section work, from many more outcrops 
is required. The identification of a highly alkaline stream in the sandstone 
tongue of the Wasatch Formation depends on an in-depth, thorough 
diagenetic study that would identify primary and diagenetic carbonates. 
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Alpha Phase Deposition 
Introduction 
As outlined in Figure 5. Alpha phase begins with the siliciclastic mudstone 
that overlie the Upper Limestone and extend to the top of the last sandstone 
beneath the Beta limestone. The top was so placed because the mudstone 
above the last sandstone probably represent the initial stages of the lake 
transgression which deposited the Beta limestone. 
Alpha phase deposition was characterized (Figures 30 and Table 4) by fluvial 
deposition to the south (Chicken Creek and Pine Hollow). Two variations in 
delta-front deposition occured along most of Little Muddy Creek as well as 
along the Ridge Route region and at AR-II. To the north. along Clear Creek 
and the northern Angelo Ranch sections. the Alpha phase was limited to 
prodeltaic deposition. 
Pluvial/Flood Plain Environments 
The non-deltaic sediments in the southern sections (Figure 11 and appendiI 
C) have a stratigraphic signature similar to the fluvial and flood plain 
environments (lack of large scale planar cross beds, presence of trough 
crossbeds or massive sandstones, normally graded beds, etc.) discussed by 
Born ( 1972 ), McClain ( 198 5) and Stanley and Surdam ( 1978 ). As Figure 5 
depicts. the deposits are mudrocks interbedded with sandstones that range 
from being massive, planar or trough cross bedded, thinly laminated to 
thickly bedded. Parting lineation is also common. 
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Figure 30. Paleogeographic Map of Study Area During the Alpha 
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Additional data also present in the sandstone and suggestive of fluvial 
processes include lingoid. undulating and straight crested ripple marks . The 
sequence also contains fining upward sandstone bodies replete with channel 
lag of carbonate clasts (Figure 31) and trough cross bedding. a well known 
fluvial sequence (Davis. 1983 ). The carbonate clasts are most likely derived 
from an adjacent carbonate mud flat and are interpreted as being deposited 
by Jacob's ( 1969) storm event by sheet wash across the mud flat, producing 
the carbonate intraclasts that are found at the base of troughs and 
elsewhere. Other evidence indicative of a fluvial environment include cut 
and fill structures, reversals in grading sequence or repeated sets of upward 
fining or upward coarsening sequences. 
The fluvial/floodplain environment includes channel sands. sheet sands. 
overbank muds and ponds and is that area upstream from active deltaic 
deposition. This environment corresponds to Born's ( 1972) on-delta . 
environment and is similar to the environment depicted in the Battery Point 
sequence or the South Saskatchewan River sand-dominated braided-stream 
sequence (Miall. 1985) since a definite fining upward sequence is present 
along with a channel lag deposits and the associated sedimentary structures . 
Alpha phase sandstones differ from both sequences because the Alpha phase 
sandstone bodies are less extensive laterally and are bounded by mudrocks 
on all sides. 
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Figure 31. Carbonate Lithoclasts in Cross Beds. The 1-2 centimeter 
lithoclasts (see arrow) form a lag at the base of a trough that grades 
normally. View is nearly perpendicular to bedding. 
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Unlike the meandering stream environment, Alpha phase deposits show 
evidence of repetition of processes where a fining upward sequence is 
truncated and repeated. In addition, a meandering stream usually implies a 
fairly stable stream channel and is usually associated with swamps and 
coals, features for which there were no observed evidence in the Alpha 
phase deposits. Figure 12 and the presence of carbonate intra-clasts at the 
base of troughs seem instead to suggest an arid carbonate mud flat subjected 
to occasional storm-surge and sheet wash that was also incised by a 
relatively unstable fluvial system that appears to be a variation on Davis' 
( 1983. p. 249) coarse grained meander belt. 
Delta Front Environments 
As Table 4 and Figure 30 show, Alpha phase delta front deposition that 
dominated the AR-II. Ridge Route and Little Muddy Creek areas was 
characterized by several features. Both the upward coarsening from 
underlying mudstone to sandstone (Born, 1972; Stanley and Surdam, 1978; 
Ayers. 1986; McClain, 1985) and an upward coarsening sequence within the 
sandstone (Born. 1972; Fouch and Dean, 1982) are present in these sections. 
These sequences are suggestive of delta front deposition,. 
Also present are two variations on known, modern delta-front deposits. One 
is a modified Gilbert type deposit (Figures 12 and 28) with bottom set beds 
composed of clay rich mudstone that grade to very fine-fine, thinly 
laminated to ripple cross laminated sand (Gustavson, et al, 1975). The 
overlying foresets dip 10-30·. grade into topsets beds or are truncated by an 
erosional surface that indicates either a fluvial channel (Figure 32) or a 
shoreline veneer similar to that reported by Stanley and Surdam ( 1978 ). 
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The major difference between these sandstones and Gilbert's foresets is that. 
whereas Gilbert's f oresets were very coarse (coarse sand to gravel), poorly 
sorted and show trough cross and planar bedding on the f oreset slip face 
(Fouch and Dean, 1982), the Alpha phase foresets are much finer (usually 
fine to medium sandstone), better sorted and are usually devoid of 
sedimentary structures on the slip face. 
The other type of delta front deposit is a variation on the Catatumbo River 
delta front deposits. This environment is difficult to recognize in that the 
beds appear flat lying and massive. Closer inspection shows (Figure 24) that 
these deposits are dipping very gently (5 • maximum} and thinly to very 
thickly bedded. Figure 8 shows the general upward coarsening from 
mudstone to sandstone and that the delta front interbeds of sandstone often 
change grain size from fine to medium or very fine to fine, a sequence 
similar to Hyne, et al, ( 1979 ). Also present are massive sandstone (same 
figure} that probably represent distributary mouth bar deposits. These 
deposits differ from those of the Catatumbo River delta in that (a) they are 
bioturbated in some cases and (b) they show both planar cross beds and 
small scale trough cross beds. 
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Figure 32. Topset Beds with Scour and Fill Feature. Alpha Phase 
sandstone at LMC-XI. Rock pick for scale. 
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Shore Line Veneer 
A significant variation on both the Gilbert type and Cata tu mbo River type 
deltas is that the delta front deposits are commonly truncated by an 
erosional surf ace above which is a thin (usually less than a meter), very well 
lithified, most commonly massive but occasionally trough cross bedded 
sandstone. This sandstone (Figures 33 and 5) is most easily interpreted as a 
shore line veneer that marked the initial stages of the Beta phase 
transgression. This interpretation is suggested by the fact that the very 
well-lithified rock differs from all other sandstone in the study area since all 
other sandstones are considerably more friable. In additon, the well-
lithified sandstone is usually much better sorted than other sandstones. It 
also overlies both the Gilbert-type and Catatumbo River-type delta-front 
deposits in the study are. This implies a common source for the all of the 
well-lithified sandstone since they superpose rocks of different 
environments. Lastly, it is most commonly overlain by mudstones that are 
overlain by the Beta limestone. a litho10gy clearly indicative of lacustrine 
deposition. The shore line veneer sandstone. where present. marks the 
initial stage of Beta phase lacustrine transgression. 
Alpha Phase Depositon in the North 
Alpha phase deposition along Clear Creek and the northern Angelo Ranch 
sections was limited to prodeltaic mudstone with the exception of 0.05 m of 
ripple cross-laminated sandstone at CC-V and 0.4 m of sandstone with 
parting lineation at AR-I. See Table 4 and Figure 11. The two thin 
sandstones probably are examples of Jacob's ( 1969) storm deposits. 
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Figure 33. Alpha Phase Sandstone at LMC-VI I I. The very well 
lithified and blocky capping sandstone is interpreted as a shoreline veneer 





Alpha phase progradation proceeded from the southwest to the northeast in 
four main lobes and was essentially over by the time sediments reached the 
Clear Creek and northern Angelo Ranch area. See Figure 30. The existence 
of four lobes is suggested by four areas shown in Figure 1 S where there is a 
northern increase in sandstone volume relative to mudstone. Such a 
basinward increase in sandstone is indicative of delta front progradation 
according to Born { 1972). The sedimentary structures (Gilbert type and 
Catatumbo River type f oresets) and the upward coarsening sequences (Table 
3 and Figure S) also are suggestive of delta front deposition. The direction of 
progradation is seen from figure 16, the plot of paleocurrent data and the 
associated rose diagram. The maximum encroachment of Alpha phase 
deposition is observable from Figure 14 where the zero line for sandstone 
transects the Clear Creek and Angelo Ranch sections. In addition. detailed 




As defined in Figure 5. Beta phase deposition begins with the muds that 
overlie the last sandstone of the Alpha phase and ends at the top of the Beta 
Limestone. It is composed of the subjacent mudstone and the Beta 
Limestone which ranges from a single thin 1 Ocm massive bed to relatively 
thick ( l m) thinly laminated beds to three beds interbedded with mudstone. 
Beta Phase Transgression 
Beta phase deposition represents a transgression of Fossil Lake that 
separates two cycles of deltaic deposition. This interpretation is suggested 
by the fact that the Beta Limestone is present throughout the study area 
(Figure 17). In addition, it is most commonly bounded above and below by 
prodeltaic mudstone (siltstones, clayey siltstones). See Figure S. Prodeltaic 
mudstones above the Alpha phase sandstone suggest an increase in lake 
level with a consequent upstream shift in sand deposition (the fluvial 
sandstone of the southern sections, for example). Prodeltaic mudrocks occur 
above the Beta Limestone and are succeeded by thick Gamma phase 
sandstones that are similar to Alpha phase fluvial and deltaic sandstones. 
Alpha phase sandstones often show a truncation surf ace best explained as a 
shoreline veneer, as discussed above. 
Beta Limestone Anomaly 
An interesting anomaly is shown in figure 17: the Beta Limestone is 
thickest along the central part of the study area and thins both north and 
south. One possible interpretation is that this line of thickness represents 
the dominant. southern position of the beach line during Beta phase. This 
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interpretation is supported by the fact that the Beta Limestone is often 
fossiliferous. Born ( 1972) and McClain ( 1985) indicate that shoreline deltaic 
deposits are often associated with high biogenic content. In addition, the 
Beta Limestone is commonly associated with the shore-line veneer in the 
underlying Alpha phase sandstone, suggestive of a paleoenvironmental 
association between the two. 
Gamma Phas~ Deposition 
Introduction 
Gamma phase begins with the first mudstone above the Beta limestone and 
ends at the top of the last sandstone below the Delta limestone. It records 




Gamma phase stratigraphic signatures are similar (Table 7 and Figure 12) to 
Alpha Phase deposits in most respects in that the coarsening upward 
sequence begins with prodeltaic mudstone which are overlain by an initial, 
thick basal sandstone that commonly shows Gilbert-type foresets or 
Catatumbo River delta-front deposits or fluvial deposits. The basal 
sandstone are overlain by additional sandstones or mudstones and also show 
erosional surfaces. and. as in Alpha phase, Gamma phase is terminted by 
lacustrine deposition (the Delta unit limestone). In addition, a northward 
thickening of sandstone prior to their eventual thinning is evident in figure 
20. The southern sections. during Gamma phase. were also dominated by 
fluvial processes (Table 7). Lastly. paleocurrents also flowed generally 
southwest to northeast. as shown in Figure 21. However. major 
dissimilarities exist between Alpha phase and Gamma phase deposits. 
Dissimilarities 
Gamma phase deposition differed from Alpha phase in at least four 
significant ways. First. Gamma phase was more energetic than Alpha phase · 
as evidenced by the observation that, although Gamma phase is dominantly 
fine to medium grained. as was Alpha phase, its subdominant grain size is 
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medium to coarse. See Table 6. In addition. carbonate intractasts are more 
common in Gamma phase sandstones than in Alpha phase sandstones and 
they occur on foreset slip faces in Gamma phase sandstones but not in Alpha 
phase sandstones, a feature suggestive of frequent storm events and 
subsequent sheet flow across carbonate mudflats adjacent to the deltaic 
system. 
Secondly. Gamma phase deposition was more strongly dominated by sand 
deposition as compared to Alpha phase. Figure 20 shows that the 
sandstone/mudstone ratio to be commonly above 10 and occasionally above 
100 for Gamma phase deposits whereas Alpha phase sandstone/mudstone 
ratios e1ceeds 10 only 3 times and never is greater than 15 (Figure 15 ). 
Delta-front deposition occured all the way to Clear Creek and Angelo Ranch 
during Gamma phase whereas the same areas in Alpha phase were subjected 
to prodeltaic deposition. In fact. the thickest deposits of sandstone in the 
entire study area occur at CC-IV & V. Another variance between the two 
depositional phases is the observation that the Gamma phase sandstones 
appear to have southern and northern thick regions separated by an 
apparent zone of thin sandstone. This feature masks any clear wedge-like 
shape for the Gamma phase, as occured in the Alpha phase and total section 
isopachs. 
Finally. progradation. as depicted in Figure 34, was dominantly southwest to 
northeast during Gamma phase but it occurred in three, instead off our, 
lobes. In addition. the northern, Clear Creek lobe had a pronounced easterly 
trend. as evidenced by the plot of paleocurrent data in Figure 21. Also, the 
central Little Muddy Creek area was dominated by fluvial processes (Table 
7 and Figure 34) during Gamma phase whereas it was controUed by deltaic 
deposition during Alpha phase. 
Progradation Rates 
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Rates of progradation during Gamma phase were probably rapid. Carbonate 
intraclasts on the slip race of delta f oresets (Figure 3 5) suggest that transport 
was short since field data indicate that the clasts are fragile. The intraclasts 
are the probably result of storm surges across a carbonate mud-flat. The 
strong dominance (Figure 20) of sand deposition during Gamma phase 
suggests minor prodeltaic deposition followed by very energetic, heavy 
pulses of sand deposition. Soft-sediment deformation in Gamma phase 
sandstones similarly suggests quick loading of sands onto uncompacted 
prodeltaic muds. The lack of coals in the study area suggests both an arid 
climatic environment during the progradation of both deltaic phases and, 
according to Gustavson, et al, ( 1975 ), rapid deposition. 
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Figure 34. Paleogeographic Map of Study Area During Gamma Phase. 
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Figure 35. Carbonate Lithoclasts. Foreset slipface in a Gamma Phase 
sandstone from CKC-I I. A 2 centimeter clast is observable just beyond the 
point of the rock pick that serves for scale. 
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Delta Phase Deposition 
The Delta phase deposition begins with the mudstone overlying the last the 
Gamma phase sandstone below the Delta Limestone (Fjgure 11) and ends at 
the base of the Sandwich Horizon. The Delta Phase records the end of 
siliciclastic deposition in the sandstone tongue of the Wasatch of the 
Formation. Deltaic deposition was unrecognizable during the Delta phase: a 
sequence of interbedded thin (1 m). mostly massive sandstone and 
mudstone suggests that siliciclastic deposition may have been dominated by 
sheet sand and associated silt deposition by storm surges similar to jacob·s 
( 1969) concept. Apparently, ponds were more frequent during this phase 
since thin, discontinuous limestones above the Delta Limestone occur 
throughout the study area. 
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Shape of the Delta 
As suggested in Figure 36. a classic bird's foot delta prograded into Fossil 
Lake during Eocene times. This interpretation is supported by Figures 34 
and 20 which suggest separate and contemporaneous sites of deposition. In 
addition. as shown by Brown and Fisher ( 1969) river dominated deltas. as 
lacustrine deltas normally are, typically produce elogate. forked patterns 
whereas tide dominated deltas tend to produce lobate deltas since long shore 
currents and wave action are weak in the former and strong in the latter. 
Brown and Fisher ( 1969) also point out that elongate deltas are frequently 
associated with contorted sandstone whereas lobate deltas typically show 
listric faults. Figures 37a and 37b clearly show an e1ample of the type of 
contorted bedding often associated with elongate deltas. This fact further 
supports the inference that the delta in question was indeed elongate. Other 
localities that contain contorted bedding include RH-I (Gamma Phase), CC-I 
(Gamma Phase). PH-I (Alpha Phase). 
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Figure 36. Paleogeographic Map of Study Area During Gamma Phase. 
The 3-D view shows the Alpha and Beta Phase deposits being buried by 
Gamma Phase deposition. 
~ 
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Figure 37a. Soft Sediment Deformation. Alpha Phase sandstone at 
RRT-V. 1 meter crowbar for scale. 
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Figure 37b. Additonal Example of Soft Sediment Deformation. Alpha 
Phase Sandstone at RRT-V. 1 meter crowbar for scale. 
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SUMMARY OP CONCLUSIONS 
By way of summary, several conclusions can be drawn: 
1) The sandstone tongue of the Wasatch Formation records the 
progradation of both modified Gilbert-type and Catatumbo River-type deltas 
as well as associated fluvial. non-channel and prodeltaic deposits. 
2) Gamma phase deposition was much more energetic than Alpha 
phase deposition. 
3) Two cycles of deltaic, associated fluvial and non-channel deposition 
were concluded by transgressions of Fossil Lake. The final transgression 
marked the end of deltaic deposition for the sandstone tongue of the 
Wasatch Formation although additional siliciclastic deposition occured after 
the second transgression. 
4) Progradation proceeded from southwest to northeast during both 
Alpha and Gamma phases. Progradation was rapid during Gamma phase. 
5) Deposition occurred in multiple lobes on a bird's-foot delta during 
both Alpha and Gamma phases. 
6) Parent rocks to both Alpha and Gamma phase sediments were 
chiefly granitoid rocks and secondarily sedimentary rocks. Carbonate 
lithoclasts are intraclasts from nearby carbonate mud flats. 
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Concludjog Statement 
The description and interpretation of the sandstone tongue of the Wasatch 
Formation reported here offers a glimpse at a superb surface e1posure of an 
ancient lacustrine delta hitherto unknown. As such, this report e1pands our 
understanding of the range of depositonal processes and internal anatomical 
structures of Green River Formation deltas. Prior to this study. we did not 
know that Green River Formation deltas exhibit more than one type of 
f oreset within the same deltaic complex. Such a fact has been here 
demonstrated in that both Gilbert-type and Catatumbo River-~ype foresets 
are present in the sandstone tongue of the Wasatch Formation. 
APPENDIX A 
THIN SECTION DESCRIPTIONS 
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CHECKLIST FOR PETROGRAPHIC DESCRIPTION OF THIN SECTIONS OF SANDSTONES 
(Modified After Blatt, 1982, P. 533) 
I. Name of sample 
II. Texture 
A. Percentages of gravel, sand, and mud 
B. Mean grain size and sorting 
1. Is the sediment polymodal? 
2. What are the modal sizes? 
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C. Give the rock a textural name, e.g., poorly sorted, muddy, medium 
sandstone 
D. Grain shape: idiomorphism, roundness, relation of roundness to 
grain size or mineralogy, roundness sorting 
E. Stage of textural maturity 
F. Fabric 
1. Is the slide homogeneous or laminated? Cause and scale of 
lamination? Evidence of bioturbation? Geopetal structures? 
2. Orientations of grains (lineation, imbrication)? Parallelism 
of fossils? 
3. Packing: closeness, presence of deformed ductile grains, 
sutured grain contacts, relation of compaction effects to 
mineralogy 
4. Precement porosity, i.e., percentage of pore-filling cement; 
etching of grains by cement 
III. Mineral composition 
A. Percentage of quartz 
1. Monocrystalline vs. polycrystalline 
2. Undulatory vs. nonundulatory 
3. Size and texture of crystals in polycrystalline grains, e.g., 
sutured, elongated 
B. Percentage of chert 
C. Percentage of feldspar 
1. Orthoclase vs. plagioclase vs. microcline vs. sanidine vs. 
perthite 
2. Twinned vs. untwinned; type of twinning 
3. Degree and type of alteration, relation of alteration to 
mineralogy 
4. Relation between mineralogy and grain size, e.g., orthoclase 
coarser than plagioclase 
D. Percentage of lithic fragments 
1. Types of fragments and relative abundances, describing 
fragment mineralogy accurately, e.g., sillimanite schist 
rather than metamorphic rock fragment and limestone fragment 
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2. Relation between fragment type and grain size 
E. Micas 
F. Other terrigenous minerals, such as tourmaline and zircon 
G. Clay matrix: most abundant clay based on optical properties (an 




II A) 0/100/0 
B) fine-medium sand, moderately sorted 
C) moderately sorted, fine to medium sandstone 
D) subrounded-subangular for quartz fraction; rounded to 
subrounded for chert, carbonates and feldspars 
E) submature 
F) fabric: homogeneous, random, moderately packed, 10-15% pre-
cement porosity; 10-15% clay and micrite cement 
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III A) quartz: 35-40% fine quartz (80% of quartz) is monocrystalline 
and has undulatory extinction; medium quartz (20% of quartz) is 
polycrystalline and has undulatory extinction. 
B) chert: 20-25% 
C) feldspars: <5% 
0) CaC03 mud clasts: 10-15% 
E) no mlca 
F) <1% opaques 
G) clay: minor amounts 
IV Sublitharenite 
I AR-I:2 
II A) 0/100/0 
B) fine to medium sand, moderately sorted 
C) moderately sorted fine to medium sandstone 




F) fabric: · homogeneous, random orientation, moderately packed 
pre-cement porosity is 30-35% (cement is muddy micrite 30-35%) 
III A) quartz: 30-35%; monocrystalline; undulatory extinction 
B) chert: 5-10% 
C) feldspars: <5% 
0) lithic fragments: caco3 micrite clasts are 15-20% of sample E) no micas 
F) 1% opaques 
G) clay as altered feldspars and possibly part of cement 
IV Sublitharenite 
I BBN-012 (from LMC-VIII) 
II A) 0/100/0 
B) fine to medium, moderately sorted 
C) moderately sorted, quartz rich, fine-coarse sandstone 
0) quartz is rounded to subangular; chert and feldspar are 
subrounded to rounded; Caco3 clasts rounded 
E) submature · 
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F) fabric: homogeneous, random orientation, loosely packed, pre-
cement porosity is 30-35% (cement is sparry calcite 30-35%) 
III A) quartz: 25-30%; monocrystalline; undulatory extinction (5% of 
quartz is polycrystalline) 
B) chert: 20-25% 
C) feldspar: <5% plagioclasic 
D) lithic fragments: Caco3 clasts, <5% E) mica: <1% 
F) possible plant fragments, <1% opaques 
G) clay only as altered feldspars 
IV Sublitharenite 
I RRT-IV:3 
II A) -/100/0 
B) fine to coarse; poorly sorted 
C) fine to coarse, poorly sorted ~andstone 
D) quartz is subrounded to subangular; chert and Caco3 both rounded to subrounded 
E) submature 
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F) fabric: homogenous, random orientation, moderately packed pre-
cement porosity is 25-30% (cement is CaCO ; 10-15%) 
III A) quartz: 25-30%; monocrystalline; undulatdry extinction (1% 
of quartz is polycrystalline) 
B) chert: 25-30% 
C) feldspars: <5% 
D) lithic fragments: Caco3 micrite clasts: 5-10% (also chert clasts: 35-45%) 
E) clay in caco3 clasts F) <1% opaques 
G) micas <5% 
IV Calcareous sublitharenite 
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I RRT-V:2 
II A) 0/100/0 
B) medium to coarse sand, <10% fines, largest are very coarse to 
granular cherts 
C) submature, medium to coarse grained, calcite cemented sandstone 
0) quartz and chert are angular-subangular; largest grains are 
subrounded to subangular chert clasts 
E) submature 
F) fabric: homogeneous, random orientation, loosely packed 30-35% 
cement porosity; cement is sparry calcite (30-35%) 
III A) quartz: 20-25%; 90-95% is monocrystalline and has undulatory 
extinction 
B) chert: 30-35% 
C) feldspars: <5% 
0) lith~c fragments: no Caco3 clasts apparent; chert E) no mica 
F) possible plant fragments <5% opaque 
G) clays only in altered feldspars 
IV Sublitharenite 
I RH-II:3 
II A) 2/98/0 
B) medium to very coarse sand plus 5-10% granules 
C) poorly sorted medium to very coarse sandstone (10% gravel) 
0) quartz is subrounded to subangular; chert, feldspar and car-
bonate clasts all rounded to subrounded 
E) submature 
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F) fabric: homogeneous, random orientation, moderately packed, 
pre-cement porosity is 10-15% (cement is micrite 10-15% quartz) 
III A) quartz: 25-30%; moncrystalline; undulatory extinction (5% of 
quartz is polycrystalline) 
B) chert: 20-25% 
C) feldspar: <5% 
0) lithic fragments: Caco3 micrite clasts 10-15% E) no mica 
F) 5% opaques 
G) clay only in altered feldspars 
IV Sublitharenite 
I CKC-1:3 
II A) 0/100/0 
B) fine to coarse, poorly sorted 
C) poorly sorted fine to coarse sandstone 
D) quartz is subrounded to subangular; chert and feldspars both 
rounded to subrounded 
E) submature 
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F) fabric: homogeneous, random orientation, loosely packed, pre-
cement porosity is 20-25% (cement is .sparry calcite) 
III A) quartz: 20-25%; 95% is monocrystalline and has undulatory 
extinction 
B) chert: 35-40% 
C) feldspar: <5% 
D) lithic fragments: chert; rectangular caco3 clasts <5% E) no micas 
F) <5% opaques 
G) clays only as altered feldspars 
IV Sublitharenite 
I PH-II:3 
II A) 0/100/0 
B) fine-medium sand, moderately sorted 
C) moderately sorted, fine to medium sandstone 
O) quartz is subrounded to subangular; chert is rounded to 
subrounded 
E) submature 
F) fabric: homogenous, random orientation~ loosely packed pre-
cement porosity is 30-35%, cement is sparry calcite 30-35% 
Ill A) quartz: 25-30%; monocrystalline; undulatory extinction 
B) chert: 20-25% 
C) feldspar: <5% 
D) lith~c fragments: chert; <5% Caco3 clasts E) no micas 
F) 5% opaques 




X-RAY DIFFRACTION DATA 
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PEAK SEARCH FOR CC-1:2 17-DEC-85 
PEAK SEARCH PARAMETER: 
5 points are averaged 
Maximum background slope over one degree = 1.00 
The smallest peak relative to the strongest = 0.1 
CPS = 10,000. 
NO. 2THETA D MAX.I (%) INTEG. I MAX.I FWHM 
1 23.506 3.7814 0.7 356. 45. 0.160 
2 26.616 3.3462 100.0 52441. 6070. 0.173 
3 27.471 3.2440 2.4 1610. 143. 0.225 
4 27.918 3.1931 0.9 439. 52. 0.168 
5 29.409 3.0345 5.4 3967. 331. 0.240 
6 30.942 2.8876 4.2 3054. 257. 0.237 
PEAK SEARCH FOR CC-II:l Ol-May-86 
PEAK SEARCH PARAMETER: 
5 points are averaged 
Maximum background slope over one degree = 1.00 
The smallest peak relative to the strongest = 0.1 
CPS = 20,000. 
NO. 2THETA D MAX.I (%) INTEG. I 
1 25.630 3.4726 0.3 366. 
2 26.647 3.3424 100.0 113758. 
3 27.502 3.2404 1.1 1484. 
4 27.932 3.1914 1.6 1643. 
5 28.335 3.1470 1.2 987. 
6 29.429 3.0324 4.5 6086. 
7 29.804 2.9952 0.4 368. 




















PEAK SEARCH FOR CCIII:3 Ol-MAY-86 
PEAK SEARCH PARAMETER: 
5 points are averaged 
Maximum background slope over one degree = 1.00 
The smallest peak relative to the strongest = 0.1 
CPS = 20,000. 
NO. 2THETA D MAX.I ( %) INTEG.I 
1 25.632 3.4724 0.6 1397. 
2 26.634 3.3440 100.0 102488. 
3 27.491 3.2416 3.0 3597. 
4 29.426 3.0328 4.7 5605. 
5 29.995 2.9765 0.4 323. 
















PEAK SEARCH FOR .CC-IV:2 Ol-MAY-86 
PEAK SEARCH PARAMETER: 
5 points are averaged 
Maximum background slope over one degree = 1.00 
The smallest peak relative to the strgngest = 0.1 
CPS = 20,000. 
NO. 2THETA D MAX.I (%) INTEG.I 
1 26.620 3.3458 100.0 110350. 
2 27.474 3.2437 1.9 2646. 
3 27.912 3.1937 4.2 3198. 
4 29.408 3.0346 6.7 8627. 














PEAK SEARCH FOR BBN-AlO (LMC-I) 
PEAK SEARCH PARAMETER: 
5 points are averaged 
Maximum background slope over one degree = 1.00 
The smallest peak relative to the strongest= 0.1 
CPS = 34,000. 
NO. 2THETA D MAX. I (%) INTEG.I 
1 25.625 3.4734 0.4 983. 
2 25.842 3.4448 0.3 464. 
3 26.616 3.3463 100.0 237982. 
4 27.500 3.2407 2.6 6016. 
5 27.903 3.1948 0.4 991. 
6 29.396 3.0359 3.8 11568. 











PEAK SEARCH FOR BBN-813 (LMC-IV) 
PEAK SEARCH PARAMETER: 
5 points are averaged 
Maximum background slope over one degree = 1.00 
The smallest peak relative to the strongest = 0.1 
CPS = 34,000. 
NO. 2THETA D MAX. I (%) INTEG. I 
1 25.279 3.5202 0.3 494. 
2 26.621 3.3457 100.0 221359. 
3 27.453 3.2462 4.8 7109. 
4 27.901 3.1951 1.7 3207. 
5 29.423 3.0332 6.8 16603. 










PEAK SEARCH FOR BBN-Cl3 (LMC-VI) 
PEAK SEARCH PARAMETER: 
5 points are averaged 
Maximum background slope over one degree = 1.00 
The smallest peak relative to the strongest = 0.1 
CPS = 34,000. 
NO. 2THETA D MAX. I ( %) INTEG. I 
1 26.627 3.3450 100.0 159768. 
2 27.473 3.2439 2.7 3847. 
3 27.988 3.1854 4.0 5927. 
4 29.428 3.0327 26.9 51292. 
5 30.064 2.9700 0.6 592. 
6 30.948 2.8871 3.4 6642. 











PEAK SEARCH FOR BBN-012 (LMC-VIII) 
PEAK SEARCH PARAMETER: 
5 points are averaged 
Maximum background slope over one degree = 1.00 
The smallest peak relative to the strongest = 0.1 
CPS = 10,000. 
NO. 2THETA D MAX.I ( %) INTEG.I 
1 24.589 3.6174 0.9 120. 
2 26.636 3.3438 100.0 33670. 
3 27.521 3.2383 1.4 · 624. 
4 27.925 3.1924 1.5 403. 
5 29.442 3.0312 52.3 20076. 










PEAK SEARCH FOR RRT-1:3 04-JUN-86 
PEAK SEARCH PARAMETER: 
5 points are averaged 
Maximum background slope over one degree = 1.00 
The smallest peak relative to the strongest = 0.1 
CPS = 34,000. 
NO. 2THETA D MAX.I (%) INTEG.I 
1 25.628 3.4731 0.4 . 1423. 
2 26.625 3.3453 100.0 215050. 
3 27.495 3.2413 1.5 3954. 
4 27.899 3.1953 1.2 1903. 
5 29.427 3.0328 5.7 17076. 
















PEAK SEARCH FOR RRT-II:4 Ol-MAY-86 
PEAK SEARCH PARAMETER: 
5 points are averaged 
Maximum background slope over one degree = 1.00 
The smallest peak relative to the strongest = 0.1 





































PEAK SEARCH FOR RRT-IV:3 01 MAY-86 
PEAK SEARCH PARAMETER: 
5 points are averaged 
Maximum background slope over one degree = 1.00 
The smallest peak relative to the strongest - 0.1 
CPS = 20,000. 
NO. 2THETA D MAX.I ( %) INTEG. I 
1 24.914 3.5709 0.5 509. 
2 26.646 3.3426 100.0 119343. 
3 27.480 3.2430 0.6 407. 
4 29.442 3.0312 7.7 10154. 
5 30.962 2.8857 3.5 4398. 
















PEAK SEARCH FOR RRT-V:2 
PEAK SEARCH PARAMETER: 
5 points are averaged 
17-DEC-85 
Maximum background slope over one degree - 1.00 
The smallest peak relative to the strongest = 0.1 
CPS = 10,000. 
NO. 2THETA D MAX.I ( %) INTEG.I 
1 23.496 3.7831 0.6 274. 
2 26.617 3.3463 100.0 56011. 
3 27.468 3.2445 2.6 1308. 
4 27.881 3.1973 0.5 277. 
5 29.423 3.0332 4.8 3542. 









PEAK SEARCH FOR AR~I:2 
PEAK SEARCH PARAMETER: 
5 points are averaged 
17-DEC-85 
Maximum background slope over one degree = 1.00 
The smallest peak relative to the strongest = 0.1 
CPS = 10,000. 
NO. 2THETA D MAX.I ( %) INTEG. I 
1 25.581 3.4792 0.9 911. 
2 26.624 3.3452 100.0 49920. 
3 27.492 3.2415 3.4 2350. 
4 27.970 3.1872 2.0 . 967. 
5 29.414 3.0340 7.1 4345. 
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PEAK SEARCH FOR RH-11:4 04-JUN-86 
PEAK SEARCH PARAMETER: 
5 points are averaged 
Maximum background slope over one degree = 1.00 
The smallest peak relative to the strongest = 0.1 
CPS = 34,000. 
NO. 2THETA D MAX.I ( %) INTEG.I 
1 24.854 3.5795 0.6 652. 
2 26.592 3.3493 100.0 115072. 
3 27.426 3.2494 0.7 680. 
4 29.386 3.0369 83.0 91642. 
5 30.921 2.8896 3.6 4723. 
















PEAK SEARCH FOR CKC-1:4 Ol-MAY-86 
PEAK SEARCH PARAMETER: 
5 points are averaged 
Maximum background slope over one degree = 1.00 
The smallest peak relative to the strongest = 0.1 
CPS - 20,000. 
NO. 2THETA D MAX. I (%) INTEG. I 
1 24.901 3.5727 0.5 756. 
2 26.608 3.3472 100.0 91519. 
3 27.479 3.2431 1.1 1088. 
4 29.415 3.0339 21.4 22872. 
5 30.942 2.8875 4.1 4129. 
















PEAK SEARCH FOR C~C-11:7 Ol-MAY-86 
PEAK SEARCH PARAMETER: 
5 points are averaged 
Maximum background slope over one degree = 1.00 
The smallest peak relative to the strongest = 0.1 
CPS = 20,000. 
NO. 2THETA D MAX. I (%) INTEG.I 
1 24.900 3.5728 0.7 823. 
2 25.484 3.4922 0.5 317. 
3 26.633 3.3442 100.0 100459. 
4 27.469 3.2443 1.1 1074. 
5 29.432 3.0322 7.6 10768. 
















PEAK SEARCH FOR PH-1:9 Ol-MAY-86 
PEAK SEARCH PARAMETER: 
5 points are averaged 
Maximum background slope over one degree = 1.00 
The smallest peak relative to the strongest = 0.1 
CPS = 20,000. 
NO. 2THETA D MAX. I ( %) INTEG.I 
1 24.904 3.5723 0.5 833. 
2 26.645 3.3426 100.0 116545. 
3 27.487 3.2422 1.3 1389. 
4 29.443 3.0310 10.4 10975. 



















LOCATION: NW! SE!, SCT 34, T21N Rll8W 
UNIT THICKNESS DESCRIPTION 
6 1.0 m 
5 6.8 m 
4 1.5 m 
3 16.2 m 
2 6.8 m 
1 9.4 m 
Tuff and micrite, interbedded 
Siltstone, medium brown; tuff and ostracodal limestone 
clasts in float 
Sandstone, olive-tan, massive; top 10 cm is reddish-gray; 
sample CC-I:4 and 5 from sandstone; underlain by buff 
siltstone 
Sandstone, reddish-brown, medium-granular; large scale 
planar cross beds, pc=350-355°; cross beds are very coarse 
except on slipface where grains are granular; beds beneath 
the cross beds: sandstone, tan, medium, very thin planar 
beds; samples CC-!:2 and 3 from cross beds, sample CC-I:l 
from planar beds 
Siltstone, dark gray; at base: sandstone, 40 an, reddish-
gray, fine-med, ripple cross lamination, pc=55-60° 
Siltstone, medium brown; interbed: limestone, buff, 
thickly laminated; at base: oil shale, 1.5m, medium brown, 
all rumpled up, much gypsum 
SECTION: CC-II 
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LOCATION: NW! SEi, SCT 35, T21N Rl18W 
UNIT THICKNESS DESCRIPTION 
3 1.0 m 
2 2.6 m 
1 12.2 m 
Tuff and micrite, interbedded 
siltstone, dark gray 
Sandstone, tan-gray, very fine-granular; top: very fine, 
massive; base: repeated normal grading from granular to 
medium, repeated ]arge scale planar cross beds, pc=45°; 
above cross beds: sandstone, fine-medium, massive; sample 
CC-II:l; below cross beds: siltstone with two thin inter-





LOCATION: SWi SW!, SCT 27, T21N Rl18W 
UNIT THICKNESS DESCRIPTION 
5 1.0 m 
4 6.0 m 
3 7.4 m 
2 13.6 m 
1 4.4 m 
Tuff and micrite, interbedded 
Siltstone, dark gray; interbed: sandstone, 30-40 an, 
medium gray, fine massive 
Sandstone, olive-tan, fine; interbed: siltstone, 2.5 m, 
dark gray; upper sandstone: massive; lower sandstone: 
large scale planar cross beds, pc=85°, sample CC-111:3; 
cap of lower sandstone: 10-15 cm, purple, very well 
indurated, fine 
Siltstone, dark gray; interbeds: limestone, 20 cm, buff; 
oil shale, 3.4m; at base: mudrock, 5 cm, very well 
lithified, fizzes little in response to HCL, sample 
CC-III:2 
Limestone, medium tan, massive; possible interbed of tuff 
(bright orange, no fizz in response to HCL) sample 
CC-III:l; interbed: siltstone, dark gray; base: oil shale, 
15-20 cm, medium brown 
SECTION: CC-IV 
181 
LOCATION: NW! SE!, SCT 32, T21N Rll8W 
UNIT THICKNESS DESCRIPTION 
6 1.0 m 
5 5.0 m 
4 8.8 m 
3 6.8 m 
2 6.2 m 
1 16.2 m 
Tuff and micrite, interbedded 
Undescribed slope 
Sandstone, tan-brown, fine-medium, repeated sets of 
reverse graded beds, large scale planar cross beds, 
pc=65°; massive soft sediment deformation, sample CC-V:2 
Brush covered slope 
Siltstone, medium brown; interbeds: 3 sandstone beds, 
light gray, medium grained, upper bed is 1.0 m and bottom 
2 are 20 cm; base: limestone, 40 cm, buff, tufa in float; 
sample CC-IV: 1 missing 
Siltstone, medium brown; interbed: limestone, 2.7 m white-
tan, tufa; oil shale at base 
SECTION: CC-V 
182 
LOCATION: SEi NW!, SCT 33, T21N Rl18W 
UNIT THICKNESS DESCRIPTION 
7 1.0 m 
6 7.8 m 
5 10.5 m 
4 6.5 m 
3 4.0 m 
2 8.5 m 
1 10.2 m 
Tuff and micrite, interbedded 
Undescribed slope to SWH 
Sandstone, tan, medium-coarse, very gentle large scale 
planar cross beds, pc=S0-55°; some zones are rust colored 
and coarse grained with carbonate lithoclasts up to 1 cm 
in diameter that make up to 30% of ·the bedding plain, 
sample CC-V:2; base: sandstone, 1.0 m, light tan-gray, 
medium, very friable; whole unit is reverse graded 
Sandstone, tan, very fine-medium; top: medium, massive, 
sample CC-V:l; middle: very gentle large scale planar 
cross beds, pc=70°; base: interbedded siltstone and very 
fine sandstone, 2.5m 
Siltstone, dark gray 
Siltstone, medium gray; interbeds: limestone, 50 cm, buff, 
at top; sandstone, 5 cm, medium gray, fine, in middle; 
base: oil shale, 1.7 m, medium brown, rumpled; limestone, 
1.0 m, medium tan, pseudo breccia 
Siltstone, medium brown; base: oil shale, 40 an, dark 
brown, forms distinct ledge 
SECTION: LMC-I 
183 
LOCATION: NW! NE!, SCT 32, T20N Rll8W 

















Undescribed slope to SWH 
Sandstone, light brown, fine-medium, thinly bedded; sample 
BBN-AlO 
Silty claystone, gray; slope, sandstone at base; sample 
BBN-A9 
Calcimicrite, white (bright); sample BBN-A8 
Silty claystone, gray; slope, stromalolite & tufa 
fragments; bioturbated sandstone at top (sample BBN-A7); 
sample BBN-A6 from mudstone 
Sandstone, reddish brown, fine-medium; thickly bedded 
base, thinly bedded at middle, subtle large scale planar 
cross beds for top half; pc=5°-l0°; thick sandstone thins 
to two 1-2 m sandstones within 100-200 m; samples BBN-A5 
and BBN-A4 
Sandstone, light brown, fine, ripple cross lamination; 
ripple marks with carbonate mud drapes and burrows; 
pc=5°-10° 
Siltstone, dark gray, clay rich; thin 15-20 cm interbeds 
of very fine-fine bioturbated sandstone; sample BBN-A3; 
Oil shale, dark brown-black; sample BBN-A2 
Calcimicrite, white, massive; tufa; sample BBN-Al 
SECTION: LMC-II 
184 
LOCATION: SE! SE!, SCT 29, T20N Rll8W 
UNIT THICKNESS DESCRIPTION 
11 ? 
10 1.2 m 
9 2.0 m 
8 1.0 m 
7 2.5 m 
6 0.6 m 
5 4.7 m 
4 1.5 m 
3 4.2 m 
2 8.2 m 
1 0.3 m 
Undescribed slope to SWH 
Sandstone, gray, fine-medium, thinly bedded 
Siltstone, light brown 
Sandstone, light brown, fine-medium; bioturbated 
Siltstone, dark gray; slope 
Calcimicrite, white 
Siltstone, tan-brown at base, dark green-gray at top 
Siltstone, light brown; interbed: sandstone, 20 an, tan, 
Sandstone, light-medium gray, fine, massive 
Siltstone, light-medium gray; 3 m from top is a 10-15 cm 
interbed of medium brown, medium grained sandstone 
Oil shale, dark brown to black 
SECTION: LMC-III 
185 
LOCATION: NE! NE!, SCT 32, T20N Rll8W 



















Undescribed slope to SWH 
Sandstone; barely discernable 
Brush covered slope 
Calcimicrite, white 
Siltstone, buff at base, dark gray at top; 10 cm fine 
grained sandstone at top 
Sandstone, buff, fine-medium; large scale planar cross 
beds; pc=5°-10° 
Siltstone & sandstone, interbedded; sandstone is buff and 
very fine to fine 
Silty claystone, dark green-gray at base, buff at top; 
slope; shale, light brown (f), dark brown (w), thinly 
1 ami nated 
Calcimicrite, white, massive 
SECTION: LMC-IV 
186 
LOCATION: SE! NW!, SCT 33, T20N Rll8 























Undescribed slope to SWH 
Limestone, tan-gray", massive; sample BBN-815 
Siltstone, gray-green; slope; sample BBN-B16 
Sandstone, gray, coarse, large scale (1.3 m) planar cross 
beds underlain by flat lying beds; sample BBN-814 
Sandstone, very fine-fine, tan-buff; poorly indurated; 
samp 1 e 8BN-813 
Siltstone & sandstone interbeds, siltstone buff, sandstone 
gray {f) & maroon (w); sandstone is fine; upper one is 
bioturbated; pc=0°-5°; sample BBN-812 (upper sandstone); 
sample B8N-811 {lowersandstone); sample 8BN-810 
(siltstone) limestone; bioturbated, 5 cm 
Sandstone, tan, fine-medium, trough cross beds; fine and 
medium ss interfinger and interbed such that medium 
sandstone forms ledges; at base sandstone is blue, fine, 
planar bedded; sample BBN-89 from fine sandstone, BBN-88 
from medium sandstone 8BN-87 from blue basal sandstone 
Siltstone, gray-brown, slope; 15 cm limestone near base; 
sample BBN-86 from siltstone 
Calcimicrite, white; sample B8N-85 
Siltstone, buff, thinly laminated 70 cm shale at base, 
sample BBN-84 from siltstone, B8N-B3 from shale 




LOCATION: NE! SW!, SCT 29, T20N Rll8W 
UNIT THICKNESS DESCRIPTION 
8 1.0 m 
7 10.1 m 
6 8.7 m 
5 0.5 m 
4 2.3 m 
3 2.7 m 
2 3.5 m 
1 8.0 m 
Tuff and micrite, interbedded 
Siltstone & mudrock, interbedded; undescribed 
Siltstone~ sandstone & limestone, interbedded; 5 sandstone 
beds, 50 cm average, fine-medium, massive or planar cross 
bedded, gastropods & bioturbation common; siltstone is 
dark gray; 20 cm limestone is white 
Calcimicrite, white 
Siltstone, gray-green; interfingers with 15 cm sandstone 
Sandstone, gray-brown, fine-medium; sandstone is 1.2 m; 
base: siltstone, green-gray 
Sandstone, gray-light brown, fine-medium, large sc.ale 
0.5 m) planar cross beds overlie flat lying beds, pc=350° 
Undescribed, brush covered slope 
SECTION: LMC-VI 
188 
LOCATION: SW! NWi, SCT 29, T20N Rll8W 
UNIT THICKNESS DESCRIPTION 
8 1.0 m 
7 11.2 m 
6 2.0 m 
5 2.0 m 
4 5.4 m 
3 6.7 m 
2 5.4 m 
1 ? 
Tuff and micrite, interbedded 
Interbedded, as described 
Undescribed, 3.4 m 
Sandstone, 1.0 m, olive-green, coarse, thinly bedded, 
sample BBN-Cl7 
Siltstone, 4.6 m light brown 
Limestone, 20 cm, gastropods 
Siltstone, light brown; 20 cm bed of fine sandstone 
Sandstone, gray-brown, fine-medium, planar bedded top, 
massive below 
Interbedded siltstone & limestone; siltstone gray-green; 
limestone 20 cm and white 
Sandstone, gray-brown, fine, planar cross beds, pc=l20° 
Siltstone, 1.5 m green-gray 
Sandstone, gray-brown, fine, very thickly bedded 
Siltstone, gray-light brown at base, gray-green top 
Sandstone, light gray-brown, fine-medium, large scale pla-
nar cross beds overlie flat lying beds; pc=325° 
Undescribed, brush covered slope 
SECTION: LMC-VII 
189 
LOCATION: NEi SE!, SCT 30, T20N Rll8W 
UNIT THI~KNESS DESCRIPTION c d t 
12 ? . 
11 0.3 m 
10 3.5 m 
9 0.5 m 
8 3.0 m 
7 2.3 m 
6 0.9 m 
5 3.0 m 
4 0.8 m 
3 2.0 m 
2 7.8 m 
1 15.3 m 
Undescribed slope to SWH 
Limestone, pink, rich with gastropods 
Sandstone, olive-green, alternating beds: very coarse, 
coarse, medium; planar and trough ·cross beds, pc=l30° 
Siltstone, brown 
Sandstone, dark gray; trough cross beds at top are medium; 
large scale planar cross in middle are fine, pc=200° 
Siltstone, dark brown at top, blue-breen base 
Calcimicrite, tan, massive 
Siltstone, dark gray 
Sandstone, tan-brown, coarse, massive 
Siltstone, tan-brown 
Sandstone, red-brown, fine-very coarse, reverse and normal 
grading, bioturbation; planar cross bedding at base, 
pc=300° 
Siltstone, tan-brown; 20 cm interbed of very fine sand-
stone; 20 cm limestone interbed; 50 cm oil shale at base 
SECTION: LMC-VIII 
190 
LOCATION: SE! NW!, SCT 30, T20N Rll8W 
UNIT THICKNESS DESCRIPTION 
11 ? 
10 1.0 m 
9 2.5 m 
8 4.0 m 
7 2.0 m 
6 1.0 m 
5 3.6 m 
4 2.0 m 
3 8.5 m 
2 0.5 m 
1 9.0 m 
Undescribed slope to SWH 
Limestone, gray-brown, rich with gastropods 
Siltstone, tan-brown; interbed of dark gray, medium 
sandstone; sample BBN-013 from sandstone 
Sandstone, light brown, fine-medium, reverse graded; large 
scale (3.0 m) planar cross beds overlie flat lying beds, 
pc=0°; trough cross beds in upper most, medium sandstone; 
sample BBN-012 
Siltstone, dark gray; sample BBN-011 
Calcimicrite, tan-orange; massive base, thickly laminated 
top; sample BBN-010 
Siltstone, blue-green; sample BBN-09 
Sandstone, brown-gray, fine, ripple cross lamination, 
poorly indurated; interfingers with siltstone within 50 m; 
sample BBN-08 
Sandstone, tan-brown, fine, large scale planar cross beds 
overlie flat lying beds; pc=l40°; uppermost 50 cm is very 
well lithified (sample BBN-06) and sits on an unconfor-
mity; bottom most sandstone sits on siltstone and is 
trough cross bedded; sample BBN-07 
Sandstone, dark-brown, fine-medium, parting lineation; 
pc=230°; sample BBN-05 
Siltstone, tan-brown; 15 cm interbed of fine sandstone; 20 
cm interbed of white limestone with pelecypods (sample 
BBN-03) sample BBN-04 from siltstone above limestone; 
sample BBN-02 from siltstone below limestone; sample 
BBN-01 from 40 cm oil shale at base 
SECTION: LMC-IX 
191 
LOCATION: SW! NW!, SCT 30, T20N Rll8W 
UNIT THICKNESS DESCRIPTION 
9 13.4 m 
8 1.0 m 
7 1.8 m 
6 5.5 m 
5 1.8 m 
4 1.9 m 
3 2.8 m 
2 8.7 m 
1 11.2 m 
Undescribed slope to SWH 
Limestone, salmon color, rich with gastropods 
Siltstone, light brown; interbed of 50 an sandstone 
Sandstone, olive-green and tan, fine-very coarse, reverse 
graded, thin-medium planar beds; abundant pelecypods in 
one bed, bioturbation 
Siltstone, light brown 
Limestone, orange, gastropods, very thinly bedded 
Siltstone, light brown-gray 
Sandstone, tan-brown, fine, large scale planar cross beds 
overlie flat lying beds, pc=60°; top 50 cm sandstone is 
very well lithified, purplish, medium-coarse and sits on 
an unconformity 
Siltstone, tan; 1.1 m limestone with pelecypods at base 
SECTION: LMC-X 
192 
LOCATION: NE! NW!, SCT 25, T20N Rll8W 
UNIT THICKNESS DESCRIPTION 
7 ? 
6 3.5 m 
5 3.5 m 
4 1.5 m 
3 2.8 m 
2 3.5 m 
1 11.9 m 
Undescribed slope to SWH 
Sandstone, olive-green, fine-coarse, reverse graded, pla-
nar and trough cross beds; repeated reverse grading 
Siltstone, tan at top, blue-breen at base; interbed of 30 
cm, maroon, thickly laminated limestone 
Limestone, orange, thickly laminated 
Siltstone, tan top, blue-green base; orange gastropods on 
slope 
Sandstone, medium gray, fine-very coarse, reverse and nor-
mal grading; at base medium sandstone grades to a very 
coarse carbonate lithoclast containing sandstone that is 
truncated with an unconformity; next are large scale pla-
nar cross beds in medium sandstone that grades to fine 
sandstone; pc=315° 
Siltstone, dark gray; 70 cm white limestone at base 
SECTION: LMC-XI 
193 
LOCATION: NE! NW!, SCT 25, T20N Rll9W 
UNIT THICKNESS DESCRIPTION 
11 1.0 m 
10 12.6 m 
9 5.2 m 
8 0.8 m 
7 1.5 m 
6 5.4 m 
5 0.5 m 
4 0.9 m 
3 1.8 m 
2 3.0 m 
1 13.0 m 
Tuff and micrite, interbedded 
Siltstone, dark gray; 5 interbeds of sandstone about 30 cm 
each; interbed of 30 cm limestone wi.th gastropods; sample 
BBN-E27 from limestone 
Siltstone, tan; interbeds of sandstone, marl and limesto-
ne; 20 cm sandstone (sample BBN-E-26) at top is dark gray-
brown, fine-medium & bioturbated; sample BBN-E25 from 
siltstone below sandstone; marl is 30 cm (sample BBN-E24); 
sample BBN-E23 from siltstone below marl; limestone, 40 
cm, white, tufa, gastropods, (sample BBN-E22); sample 
BBN-E21 from basal siltstone 
Limestone, orange, gastropods; sample BBN-El9 
Siltstone, tan-buff; tufa in float; sample BBN-El8 
Sandstone, olive-green, medium-very coarse; distinct 
unconformity (probable channel); above unconformity: nor-
mal grading from very coarse to medium, large scale planar 
cross beds, pc=30°, sample BBN-E17; below unconformity: 
tan, medium, sample BBN-El6 
Siltstone, buff; samle BBN-E15 
Sandstone, light brown-gray, fine, planar cross beds,, 
pc=40°, sample BBN-E12; above the sandstone: sandy 
limestone, 10 cm, orange, very lithified, fish ribs, 
samples BBN-E13 & 14 
Siltstone, blue-gray; sample BBN-Ell 
Sandstone, purple top, light brown-gray base, fine at top, 
medium at base; distinct unconformity between beds 
(probable channel); large scale trough cross beds in bot-
tom bed, pc=60°; sample BBN-ElO: a pelecypod from upper 
bed; sample BBN-E9: tooth from base of channel; sample 
BBN-EB: upper sandstone 
Siltstone, light brown; at base: limestone, 1 m, white: 
BBN-E7 missing; sample BBN-E6 from siltstone; sample 
BBN-E5 from limestone; samples BBN-El-4 missing 
SECTION: LMC-XII 
194 
LOCATION: SW! SWi, SGT 24, T20N Rll9W 
UNIT THICKNESS DESCRIPTION 
10 ? 
9 2.0 m 
8 2.9 m 
7 2.0 m 
6 2.0 m 
5 3.4 m 
4 2.7 m 
3 1.0 m 
2 16.6 m 
1 0.4 m 
Undescribed slope to SWH 
Limestone, siltstone & sandstone, interbedded; no further 
description 
Sandstone, tan-gray, very fine, thinly bedded; top 20 cm 
is coarse 
Siltstone, dark gray; interbed of limestone, 20 on, tan, 
thickly laminated, gastropods; at base: 30 cm limestone 
Limestone, orange, massive; underlain by siltstone, 1.3 m, 
dark gray 
Sandstone, dark gray, coarse-pebble, massive top, trough 
cross beds at base, pc=300°; .at base of troughs: 30-40% of 
sand is composed of carbonate lithoclasts up to pebble 
size, elsewhere, carbonate lithoclasts are <2% bottom half 
of sand is olive-green; maybe an association between the 
olive-green color and relative percent carbonate 
Siltstone, green-brown; interbed of sandstone, 20 an, 
medium gray, very fine, ripple cross lamination 
Sandstone, tan-gray, very fine, thinly bedded base, trough 
cross bedded top, pc=0° 




LOCATION: SWi SEi, SCT 23, T20N Rl19W 
UNIT THICKNESS DESCRIPTION 
6 ? 
5 3.5 m 
4 3.0 m 
3 5.3 m 
2 13.0 m 
1 4.0 m 
Undescribed slope to SWH 
Sandstone, medium dark tan-gray, medium; at base: 
siltstone, 1.5 m, .dark gray 
Limestone, two beds, both buckskin-light orange; upper 
bed: 35-45 cm, lower bed: 25-30 cm; between and below: 
siltstone, blue-green 
Sandstone, medium tan-gray, coarse-very granular, massive 
top, trough cross bedded base, pc=60-65°; 1-2% coarse size 
carbonate lithoclasts in trough cross bedded portion 
except at base of troughs where pebbles = 55-60%; sample 
LMC-XIII:l from troughs 
Brush covered slope; possible limestone at base 
Siltstone, dark gray; two interbeds: both limestone, upper 
bed: 40-50 cm, dark gray, pelecypods; lower bed: 20-30 cm, 
thinly laminated; at base: oil shale, blue-gray 
SECTION: LMC-XIV 
196 
LOCATION: SE! SE!, SCT 33, T20N Rll8W 
UNIT THICKNESS DESCRIPTION 
~· < 















3. 5 m 
3.9 m 
1. 7 m 





Undescribed slope to SWH 
Limestone (40 cm), sandstone (40 cm) and siltstone, inter-
bedded, limestone: buff; sandstone: gray fine-medium; 
siltstone: blue-gray 
Sandstone, tan-gray, very fine-coarse; bed grading: very 
fine to coarse to fine; in coarse section: flat pebble 
carbonate lithoclasts in bottom 20 cm at about 20 % con-
centration; sample LMC-XIV:4 
Siltstone, blue-green; interbed of limestone: 10-15 cm, 
pink-tan, bioturbation trackways, gastropods 
Sandstone, light tan-gray, very fine-coarse; upper 2.6 
m: coarse, large sclae planar cross beds (pc=90-100°) 
sample LMC-XIV:3; lower portion: thinly bedded, very 
fine-fine 
Siltstone, blue-green; at base: sandstone, 40 cm, very 
fine-fine, thickly laminated, partingineation, pc=l00° 
Siltstone, blue-green; interbeds: shale, 20 cm, dark 
brown; limestone, 20 cm, tan, thickly laminated 
Sandstone, gray, fine, medium bedded 
Siltstone, blue-gray; two sandstone interbeds, 15 cm 
each; possible marl at base 
Sandstone, tan, medium; underlain by 4.1 m of siltstone 
Siltstone, tan; at top: limestone, 1.5 m, tan; at base: 
oil shale, 20 cm, blue-gray 
SECTION: RRT-I 
197 
LOCATION: SWi NW!, SCT 14, T20N Rll9W 
UNIT THICKNESS DESCRIPTION 
9 1.0 m 
8 6.8 m 
7 3.9 m 
6 5.1 m 
5 3.1 m 
4 7.7 m 
3 8.5 m 
2 12.6 m 
1 5.7 m 
Tuff and micrite, interbedded 
Undescribed slope to SWH 
Sandstone, olive-gray, thickly bedded; interbed: 
siltstone, brown; at base: sandstone, dark gray, medium, 
medium bedded; sample RRT-I:4 from upper sandstone 
Siltstone, gray-brown; interbeds: limestone, 30 cm, buff; 
sandstone, 30 an, gray, fine 
Sandstone, medium gray, fine-medium, normal grading, 
trough cross beds at top, planar bedded at base, sample 
RRT-I:3 from planar bedded sandstone 
Siltstone, blue-green; interbed: limestone, 50 cm, 
salmon-buff 
Sandstone, fine-very coarse, tan-gray to olive-green; 
distinct and sharp contact 2 m from top (probable ero-
sional surface); above contact: sandstone, olive-green, 
medium-very coarse, normal grading, sample RRT-I:2; below 
contact: sandstone, tan-gray, fine, thin to medium 
bedding, parting lineation, paleocurrent=30-35° 
Siltstone, medium brown; at base: limestone, 2 m 
Limestone, buff-orange, bioturbated, forms ledge; above 
limestone: oil shale, 20 cm, blue-gray; below limestone: 
siltstone and then oil shale 
SECTION: RRT-II 
198 
LOCATION: NE! SE!, SCT 29, T20N Rll9W 
UNIT THICKNESS DESCRIPTION I 0 rt 1 • 
10 1.0 m 
9 10.0 m 
8 2.2 m 
7 4.6 m 
6 1.3 m 
5 3.6 m 
4 1.7 m 
3 3.4 m 
2 7.0 m 
1 17.4 m 
Tuff and micrite, interbedded 
Undescribed slope to SWH 
Sandstone, gray-brown; medium-granular, normal grading 
Siltstone, blue-green 
Sandstone, light gray to olive-green, fine-medium; at top: 
sandstone, 40 an, light gray, fine-medium, thin planar 
bedding; remainder: sandstone, olive-green, medium, planar 
cross bedding; sample RRT-11:4 from planar sandstone 
Siltstone, dark gray 
Limestone, dark gray, light tan & orange, gastropods; 2 
interbeds of siltstone 
Siltstone, blue-green 
Sandstone, light gray, olive-green & tan, very fine to 
granular; at top: sandstone, 40 cm, light gray, fine, 
massive, distinct erosional contact at base; in middle: 
sandstone, olive-green, fine-granular, normal grading. 
trough cross bedding, paleocurrent=290°, flat pebble car-
bonate lithoclasts at base of middle sandstone and just 
above another erosional contact; at base: sandstone, 1 m, 
tan, very fine; sample RRT-II:3 from upper sandstone, 
sample RRT-II:2 from carbonate lithoclast area, sample 
RRT-II:l from base 
Siltstone, dark gray; interbed: limestone, 30 cm, orange-
salmon, near top; base: limestone, 3.Sm, buff 
SECTION: RRT-III 
199 
LOCATION: NW! NE!, SCT 6, Tl9N Rll9W 
UNIT THICKNESS DESCRIPTION 
8 2.0 m 
7 1.6 m 
6 8.8 m 
5 5.1 m 
4 9.4 m 
3 14.6 m 
2 4.8 m 
1 5.1 m 
Siltstone, dark gray; interbeds: sandstone, 30 on, light 
blue, fine-medium; sandstone (lower one), 20 an, light 
blue, fine; both sandstones massive 
Siltstone, dark gray; 2 interbeds: limestone, 30 an, dark 
brown, gastropods; both beds the same 
Siltstone, dark gray; interbeds: sandstone, 30 an, light 
blue, medium; sandstone, (middle one) 40 cm, fine-medium, 
massive; sandstone, 1 m, tan-gray, very fine-fine, ripple 
cross lamination 
Sandstone, tan-gray, medium-very coarse, medium bedded, 
gastropods & pelecypods 
Siltstone, dark gray; interbeds: limestone, 30 cm, light 
tan; limestone (midle one), 20 cm, medium gray; 25 cm, 
light tan 
Siltstone, dark gray; interbeds: limestone (at top) 40 cm, 
orange-buckskin; limestone, medium gray, 20 an; gastro-
pods; limestone, 1 m, buckskin, thinly bedded, forms 
distinct ledge; limestone, 1 m, nearly white, massive; 
limestone, 40 cm, orange-buckskin; sandstone, 2.5 m, tan-
gray, very fine-fine, reverse grading, lingoid ripples at 
top (paleocurrent=ll0°), planar cross beds at base, 
paleocurrent=340°; sandstone, 20 cm, blue-gray, very fine, 
ripple cross lamination, paleocurrent=325° 
Oil shale, medium brown; at base: siltstone, 1.5 m dark 
gray 
Sandstone, tan, fine; undescribed below this sandstone 
SECTION: RRT-IV 
200 
LOCATION: NW! NW!, SCT 32, T20N Rll9W 
UNIT THICKNESS DESCRIPTION 
5 0.5 m 
4 14.6 m 
3 4.5 m 
2 12.3 m 
1 21.0 m 
Limestone; SWH equivalent (Buchheim, personal 
communication) 
Undescribed slope to top 
Sandstone, medium gray, fine-medium, massive, sample 
RRT-IV:3 
Siltstone, dark gray; interbeds: sandstone, 2.5 m, medium 
gray, fine-medium, massive, limestone, 25 cm, pink-tan, 
gastropods; sandstone, 50 an, light tan-gray, fine-medium, 
planar cross beds, paleocurrent=20° 
Siltstone, dark gray; interbeds: sandstone (at top), 5 m, 
tan-gray,, fine, thickly laminated at top, trough cross 
beds in middle, large scale planar cross beds, 
paleocurrent=70°, masive at base; at base of this unit: 
limestone interbedded with siltstone 
SECTION: RRT-V 
201 
LOCATION: NEi NW!, SGT 10, T20N Rll9W 
VNIT THICKNESS DESCRIPTION 
7 1.0 m 
6 7.5 m 
5 2.5 m 
4 6.0 m 
3 8.5 m 
2 6.8 m 
1 13.4 m 
Tuff and micrite, interbedded (SWH) 
Undescribed slope to SWH 
Siltstone, dark gray; interbeds; limestone (at top), 40 
cm, tan; sandstone, 30 an, gray, fine 
Siltstone, dark gray; interbeds: sandstone (at top), 2 m, 
medium gray, medium-very coarse, reverse grading, 
reversed, large scale planar cross beds, sample RRT-V:2; 
limestone, 1 m, buckskin-light orange 
Sandstone, medium gray, fine-medium (interlaminations), 
very heavy soft sediment deformation, at base: planar 
interbeds of very fine and fine sandstone with ripple 
cross laminations 
Siltstone, dark gray; interbed: micrite, laminated; at 
base: limestone, white-tan, thickly laminated base & 
pseudo-breccia top 
Siltstone, dark gray; at base: oil shale, 25 cm 
SECTION: AR-I 
202 
LOCATION: NWi NEi, SCT 18, T20N Rll7W 
UNIT THICKNESS DESCRIPTION 
5 1.0 m 
4 4.0 m 
3 10.9 m 
2 1.0 m 
1 23.8 m 
Tuff and micrite, interbedded (SWH) 
Undescribed slope to SWH 
Sandstone, orange-brown, fine, thickly bedded, sample 
AR-1:2; beds dip very slightly (less than 5°); at base: 
siltstone, 1.9 m, dark gray 
Sandstone, dark gray, coarse, trough cross bedding, 
paleocurrent=10°, soft sediment deformation, sample AR-I:l 
Siltstone, dark gray; interbeds: limestone, 50 cm, orange; 
sandstone, 40 an, medium brown, fine; limestone, 1.7 m, 
medium gray; at base: limestone, 1.2 m, white, massive 
SECTION: AR-II 
·203 
LOCATION: SEi NE~, SCT 24, T20N Rl18W 
UNIT THICKNESS DESCRIPTION 
6 1.0 m 
5 8.0 m 
4 6.0 m 
3 5.0 m 
2 11.0 m 
1 15.3 m 
Tuff and mitrite, interbedded (SWH) 
Undescribed slope to SWH 
Sandstone, tan-rust, very fine-fine, large scale trough 
cross beds, paleocurrent=20°, sample AR-II:3 
Siltstone, dark gray; interbed: limestone, 1.0 m, white 
Sandstone, rust-tan, fine-medium, large scale planar cross 
beds, sample AR-II:2; at base: sandstone, 3 m, blue-gray, 
very fine, planar bedded 
Siltstone, dark gray; at base: limestone, 1 m, white; 
sample AR-II:l 
SECTION: AR-I I I . 
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LOCATION: SW! SE!, SCT 1, T20N Rll8W 
UNIT THICKNESS DESCRIPTION 
6 1.0 m 
4 4.0 m 
3 10.0 m 
2 2.3 m 
1 10.2 m 
Tuff and micrite, interbedded (SWH) 
Undescribed slope to SWH 
Sandstone, tan, very fine-medium, reverse grading, very 
thickly bedded, beds dip very gently (less than 5°), 
sample AR-III:l 
Siltstone, blue-gray; at base: sandstone, 30 dTI, medium 
brown, very fine 
Siltstone, light gray; interbed: sandstone, 15 cm, gray, 




LOCATION: NEi NE!, SCT 1, Tl9N Rl18W 
UNIT THICKNESS DESCRIPTION 
5 1.0 m 
4 7 .0 m 
3 2.0 m 
2 3.0 m 
1 32.3 m 
Tuff and micrite, interbedded (SWH) 
Undescribed slope to SWH 
Limestone, light tan, gastropods; at base: marl, 1.7 m, 
white 
Sandstone, tan, fine-medium, reverse graded, massive, 
sample WFS-II:l 
Siltstone, dark gray; interbeds: limestone, 30 an, light 
tan; sandstone (4 beds), 30-40 an, rust-tan, fine; at 
base: limestone, 70 an, white-buff 
SECTION: RH-I 
206 
LOCATION: SE! SWi, SCT 27, T20N Rll9W 
UNIT THICKNESS DESCRIPTION 
12 2.5 m 
11 5.1 m 
10 1.0 m 
9 3.6 m 
8 3.7 m 
7 0.5 m 
6 3.4 m 
5 11.9 m 
4 3.4 m 
3 1.7 m 
2 1.3 m 
1 3.4 m 
Limestone, tan-orange, gastropods, bioturbated 
Siltstone, blue-gray 
Limestone, buff-orange, very heavily bioturbated 
Siltstone, blue-green; at top: sandstone, 15 cm, gray 
medium 
Sandstone, olive-green, fine-medium, reverse graded, pla-
nar ·laminated at base, trough cross bedded at top, 
paleocurrent=80°, sample RH-1:4 
Siltstone, medium brown 
Sandstone, medium gray, medium-very coarse, normally 
graded, large scale planar cross bedded, 
paleocurrent=l05°, sample RH-1:2 & 3; 5% granules spread 
throughout 
Siltstone, dark gray; interbed: limestone, 15 cm, orange 
Limestone, orange, gastropods, pelecypods 
Siltstone, dark gray 




LOCATION: NEi SWi, SCT 36, T20N Rll9W 
UN IT TH I Cl\NESS DES CR I PT ION, " 
11 · 1.0 m Tuff and micrite, interbedded (SWH) 
10 15.0 m Undescribed slope to SWH 
9 3.4 m Siltstone, dark gray; interbeds: limestone (4 beds) buff 
8 2.0 m Siltstone, olive-green; interbed: sandstone, 30 on, gray 
7 6.0 m Sandstone, olive-green, fine-very coarse, reverse graded, 
trough cross bedded, paleocurrent=l0°; sharp erosional 













cm in diameter at base of channel and at base of troughs 
Siltstone, dark gray; interbed: limestone, 30 an, bright 
orange; below limestone: siltstone interfingers with 
sandstone within 50 m 
Sandstone, rust-tan, very fine-fine; at top: planar bed-
ded; then: large scale planar cross bedding 
Sandstone, blue-gray, very fine, planar bedded 
Siltstone, dark gray 
Limestone, tan-orange 
Siltstone, tan; at top: limestone, 1.0 m, buff, gastro-
pods; at base: limestone, 70 cm, buff, thickly laminated 
SECTION: CKC-1 
208 
LOCATION: NWi NWi, SCT 9, T19N Rll9W 
UNIT THICKNESS DESCRIPTION 
7 2.0 m 
6 3.8 m 
5 4.7 m 
4 11.3 m 
3 2.5 m 
2 7.8 m 
1 18.8 m 
Siltstone, dark gray; at top: limestone, 35 an, medium 
brown, bioturbated 
Sandstone, tan-gray, fine-coarse, reverse graded, large 
scale planar cross beds, paleocurrent=350°; at top: 
sandstone, 40 an, ripple cross lamination 
Sandstone, medium gray, medium; interbed: siltstone, 1 m, 
dark gray; at base: sandstone, 2.7 m, tan; 2 couplets: 
reverse graded, medium to very coarse 
Siltstone, dark gray; interbed: sandstone, l.Sm, tan, fine 
Sandstone, tan, very fine-fine, reverse graded, massive; 
capped with 40 cm of very well lithified sandstone 
Siltstone, dark gray 
Siltstone, dark gray; at top: limestone, 1 m, ostracodes, 
gastropods, pelecypods; interbed: limestone, 40 cm, medium 
tan, massive; at base: oil shale, dark brown 
SECTION: CKC-II 
209 
LOCATION: NWi SW!, SCT 3, Tl9N Rll9W 
UNIT THICKNESS DESCRIPTION 
\ 
6 7.0 m 
5 3.8 m 
4 7.8 m 
3 9.6 m 
2 8.4 m 
1 22.7 m 
u 
Sandstone, olive-gray, fine-granular, reverse graded, 
large scale planar cross beds, paleocurrent=l0°; carbonate 
lithoclasts concentration on slipfaces: up to 70%; sample 
CKC-11:7; at base: siltstone, 50 an, dark gray 
Sandstone, tan-gray, medium-very coarse, reverse .graded, 
trough cross bedded, paleocurrent=l0°; samples CKC-11:5&6 
Siltstone, dark gray; at top: sandstone, 2 m, medium gray, 
fine, massive, interfingers with siltstone within 50 m 
sample CKC-11:4; at base: sandstone, 2 m, medium gray, 
fine, interfingers with siltstone within 50 m, sample 
CKC-II:3 
Siltstone, dark gray; interbeds: sandstone, 40 an medilJTl 
gray, medium; sandstone, 30 cm, tan, fine; limestone, 25 
cm, light tan, gastropods; sandstone, 1.8 m, dark gray, 
medium, massive, sample CKC-11:2; sandstone, 1.5 m, medium 
gray, fine, sample CKC-II:l 
Undescribed slope (bruch covered) 
Undescribed slope (brush covered) except top and base; at 
top: limestone, 1 m, tan-orange, ostracodes, gastropods; 
at base: oil shale, dark brown 
SECTION: PH-I 
210 
LOCATION: SW! SWi, SCT 11, Tl9N Rll8W 



















Sandstone, tan, fine-very coarse, normally graded, 
massive, sample PH-I:9 
Siltstone, medium brown; interbeds: limestone 15 cm, blue-
tan, gastropods; sandstone, 45 cm, gray, medium 
Sandstone, olive-green, fine-granular; carbonate 
lithoclasts 2 cm by 3 cm; sample PH-11:8 
Siltstone, dark gray; sandstone, 40 on medium gray, fine 
Sandstone, olive-green, fine-very coarse, repeated reverse 
gradings, thinly bedded, sample PH-11:7 
Siltstone, dark gray 
Siltstone, dark gray; at top: sandstone; 1 m, gray, fine, 
massive, gastropods, sample PH-1:6 




LOCATION: SW! SE!, SCT 7, Tll9N Rll9W 



















Undescribed slope; at top: limestone, 50 cm, bone white 
Sandstone, tan, medium-very coarse, normally graded, 
sample PH-II:S 
Siltstone, dark gray; interbeds: siltstone, light orange; 
limestone, 30 cm, pink; sandstone, 1 m, tan, fine; 
sandstone, 40 cm, tan fine; sandstone, 1 m, tan, fine 
Siltstone, dark gray; interbed: sandstone, 1 m, tan-gray, 
medium, massive 
Sandstone, tan, medium-coarse, large scale planar cross 
beds, paleocurrent=95°, sample PH-II:4; sandstone inter-
fingers within 50 m with siltstone; below 
sandstone:siltstone interbedded with 10 cm of limestone 
Sandstone, tan, fine, thickly bedded, sample PH-II:3; top 
is a cap of very well lithified sandstone that is purple 
colored; at base: 50 cm interbed of siltstone underlain 
by: sandstone, 15 cm, tan, fine, ripple cross lamination 
Siltstone, dark gray; interbed: limestone, 10 cm, tan 
Sandstone, tan, very fine-medium, reverse graded, medium 
bedded, sample PH-11:2 
Siltstone, dark gray; at base: limestone, 1 m tan, thickly 
laminated 
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